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Abstract 

This project strove to understand and help The Child Medical 

Connection, (CMC) a nonprofit organization founded and directed by Mr. 

Joseph Bodanza in Leominster, Massachusetts. The CMC brings 

handicapped children from Vietnam for treatment at the Shriner's Hospital 

in Springfield, Ma. The project team translated documents and 

conversations for the CMC, accompanied patients to and from the hospital, 

and investigated alternative technologies and organizations that might carry 

on the CMC's work, and finally publicized the CMC in the Vietnamese 

community of Worcester, Ma. 



Executive Summary 

This project is about a charity organization called The Child Medical 

Connection. This organization sponsors a program that brings handicapped 

Vietnamese children to America for treatment. This project tries to 

understand, validate, and aid the work of this organization as well as to grasp 

the use of technology in helping this organization. 

The Introduction chapter presents briefly the history of Child Medical 

Connection and Joseph Bodanza, the director and founder of this 

organization. After he met a handicapped boy on his visit to Vietnam in 

1996, he sponsored this boy to come to the United States for treatment at the 

Shriner's Hospital in Springfield, Mass. Upon successful completion of the 

boy's surgery, Joseph Bodanza received a lot of applications from the 

parents of handicapped children in Vietnam asking him to be the sponsor for 

their children. Those made Joseph Bodanza feel a need of founding an 

organization that takes care of the cases. 

The Methodology chapter describes how the project team worked. In 

C term of 2000, the team began to visit Joseph's house each week depending 

on his schedule. At his house, the team interviewed Joseph about the 

organization in order to understand how the Child Medical Connection 



operated. The team also interviewed the children who were at his house and 

were at the Shriner's Hospital to know the process of how the children came 

to US. In the visit, the team helped him in translating documents from 

Vietnamese to English and vice versa. In addition, the team tried to find and 

compare Child Medical Connection with some medical programs like Green 

cross, Doctors Without Border, and Telemedicine. 

In D term of 2000, to get more detail about the children condition 

before and after treatments, the team went to Logan airport to pick up the 

children who came from Vietnam journeyed with them to the Shriner's 

Hospital where the children got treatments. In March, at the airport, the team 

took their pictures for the project record. The team interviewed them to 

know more about their conditions and the process of getting here. Team 

members also severed as interpreters for these children at the Shriner's 

Hospital. 

During the summer of 2000, the team interviewed some members of 

the Vietnamese community in Worcester to have some ideas about their 

opinions toward Joseph Bodanza's work. The team interviewed Thich 

Thien Hue who was the head of the temple and the Vietnamese Thanh Thieu 

Nien Association. In addition, the team tried to help Joseph Bodanza in 

many tasks including translating the letter of the children's parents to 



English, re-typing the documents as Joseph's request. Happiness was a very 

important part to help the children getting success in treatment; therefore, 

the team decided to give some conveniences to the patients in their initial 

lives in this country-e.g. teaching English and computer, cooking 

Vietnamese food, driving them to some fun places in the weekends. 

In C term of 2001, the team gathered all information obtained so far 

and started to write the Introduction and Literature Review about The Child 

Medical Connection as well as its director, Joseph Bodanza. In the Results 

chapter we first wrote up all visits to Shriners Hospitals and Logan Airport 

followed by the Portfolio Of Patients section. In this section the team 

arranged each case of treatment in the order of time: the physical state of 

each child before and after they got treatment was recorded. The Results 

chapter also includes Translated Documents. In this section the team has 

included all the forms and documents necessary to apply for treatment at 

Shriners Hospitals in America. We put these forms in the logical order that 

a patient should be filled and sent. Finally, we included the Analysis and 

Conclusions section. In this section we specified the problems Joseph 

Bodanza has confronted since he founded his organization and discussed 

possible situations that may occur such as who will take care of handicapped 

children when Joseph Bodanza should pass away or if there is any other 



organizations that could take over his work. The project also studied the 

effect of technologies on his work. Finally the team made a presentation 

before the Vietnamese-Student Association at WPI. In this concluding event 

the team introduced the history of Child Medical Connection and suggested 

what the Vietnamese-Student Association could do to help this organization. 
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Introduction 

In January of 1996, on his visit to Vietnam, Joseph Bodanza was 

introduced to a young handicapped boy Phuc Thanh Nguyen, who was 

eleven years old and had suffered polio as a child. When he returned home, 

he assisted the boy's mother to submit an application for treatment at 

Shriners Hospitals. Luckily, the boy got accepted, but he could not come to 

America because his family was too poor. Joseph offered him a round-trip 

transportation to the U.S. and was his sponsor while he got treated at 

Shriners Hospitals. After months of treatment, the boy was returned home 

in healthier condition. (Joseph Bodanza's approach and plan) 

Because of this case of Phuc Thanh Nguyen, the parents of many 

handicapped children had asked Joseph Bodanza to be the Sponsor/Guardian 

of their children at Shriners Hospital. Therefore, he undertook to do the 

work that many people said "crazy." His plan was basically the following: 

He assists the parents of the handicapped children, under age eighteen, 

to submit a correct application to Shriners Hospital with all the necessary 

documentation, and submit it to the Chief and Staff for review. If the 

parents or sponsor are not available in Vietnam to accompany the child to 

the hospital and assume all the expense and liabilities of travel, home-stay 

and return home to Vietnam, and if Joseph considers this case acceptable to 
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him, he will become sponsor of the child, or he attempts to procure a 

sponsor here whom the parents and hospital will agree to. Also, once the 

application is accepted by the Shriners Hospital, he will inform the parents 

of the decision of the Chief of Staff and the Board of Governors, and advise 

the parents of the child to apply for a passport, and procure a U.S. visa in 

Hanoi. 

Moreover, once the day is set for medical evaluation at the hospital, he 

will proceed to procure a round-trip airfare for the child to come to the 

United States for the medical evaluation. When the child has already come 

to the United States, he will provide the child with a host-family for four to 

six weeks prior to admission to the hospital to allow time for immunization, 

medical-blood tests, x-ray. He also provides the child with transportation to 

and from the hospital on an outpatient basis as necessary. In addition, he 

follows up continuously while the child is confined to the hospital, and 

keeps the parents informed regularly of the child's progress, problem, etc. 

As a sponsor, he provides the hospital with all necessary signed documents 

of permission for surgery. He will also apply for a U.S visa extension for 

the child, if necessary, upon the advice of the doctor. If possible, he might 

allow the child to attend some type of formal education classes so that the 

child's education will not be interrupted while in the United States. Finally, 
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upon the Doctor's order, he might do all the paper work to help the child 

return back home to Vietnam with an adult escort. 

The items above are only the main points, and by no means exclusive of 

other necessary items. The well being of the child is the top priority from 

the time the child leaves and returns home to Vietnam. Every child will 

return home as soon as possible upon the release and decision of the doctor. 

All expenses incurred will be paid for him, if the family of the child is 

not able to afford any or all of the expenses of the above items. All expenses 

used in this process are either paid for by Joseph Bodanza's personal 

finances, or by private donations, and no funds are used from any 

government, federal, state or local means-tested public benefits. 

The goal of this project was to understand, validate, and aid the Child 

Medical Connection in its work of bringing handicapped Vietnamese 

children to the United States of America for treatment, and at the same time 

to grasp the uses of modern technology in creating and sustaining the 

organization, as well as providing some relief for its on-going problems. 

The project's team wants more handicapped Vietnamese children to 

have a chance to come to the U.S. for treatment in the future. The next 

chapter will be Background, Literature Review, and History of the Child 

Connection, a brief history of Shriners Hospital. This chapter also describes 
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a few comparable like Green cross, Doctor Without Border, Telemedicine. 

The next chapter briefly describes the methodology of this project. That is 

followed by the result chapter which details all the works of the team 

accomplished translating all documents for Mr. Bodanza and at Shriners 

Hospital, visiting Shriners Hospital, doing work as Joseph Bodanza' s 

request, evaluating the sentiments and knowledge of Mr. Bodanza's effect in 

the Vietnamese Community in Worcester. 

The project concludes with analysis of the work done for Mr. Bodanza 

by the project team and some recommendations to his organization to 

expand his commendable achievements. 
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Background, Literature Review, and History of the Child Medical 

Connection 

Fortunately for the handicapped children over the world were the 

establishments and the charters of treatment of the Shriners Hospitals. The 

first Shriners Hospital for children opened its doors in the fall of 1922; and it 

was located in Shreveport, Louisiana. The second opened just few weeks 

later, on January 2, 1923, and was located in Honolulu, Hawaii. 

The original Honolulu Shriners Hospital was established as a ward in a 

rear wing of the Kauikeolani Children's Hospital, located in the Liliha 

neighborhood of Honolulu. On November 27,1930, the hospital's 

operations were officially transferred to a stately mansion at the present 

eight-acre site in Makiki. The mansion and property were deeded over to 

the Shriners Hospital for use as the location of the Honolulu hospital in 

memory of the late John and Wilhemine Dowsett. Between 1930 and 1966 

the hospital operated out of the Dowsett mansion. 

Now there are twenty-two Shriners Hospitals in the United States of 

America that provide quality orthopedic and burn medical treatment to 

children under age eighteen at no charge. All expenses in the hospital are 

paid for by private donations. For the past seventy-five years, these Shriners 

hospitals have helped thousands of children; first for children who reside in 
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the United States; children from foreign countries are accepted on the basis 

of available space. Over the years, Shriners Hospitals have accepted a great 

number of foreign children, because polio in the United States now is 

virtually non-existent since the Salk vaccine has eliminated the dreaded 

disease here. However, polio is still a great problem in many areas in the 

world. Therefore, many children from many foreign countries come to 

Shriners Hospitals when space is available, perhaps on a first-come-first-

serve basis. (Joseph Bodanza's approach and plan) 

In addition, the personal advocacy of Joseph Bodanza that connected 

Shriners Hospital in U.S. and many Vietnamese children in Vietnam raised a 

question for many people in both countries. When Joseph Bodanza retired, 

he heard that there were many handicapped children in Vietnam who were 

waiting for surgical help. At that time he knew that he could not do any 

thing for them. After he met a friend who told him about the Shriners 

Hospital in Springfield that provided free medical treatment for children 

under eighteen years old regardless of race, religion or lack of financial 

resources, he could not believe that there was such an organization. After 

investigating, he decided to devote the rest of his life for these unfortunate 

children. ("Screening Clinics") 
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Phuc Thanh Nguyen was a young handicapped boy brought to 

Shriners Hospital by Joseph Bodanza. Phuc was eleven years old and 

suffered polio as a child. He was an unfortunate boy at the time Joseph 

Bodanza saw him. He had a deformed spine that was causing him a lot of 

troubles in daily life. He also had one leg shorter than the other and had to 

use crutches to get around. That made Joseph remember his own childhood 

suffering polio. So when he returned home, he assisted the boy's mother to 

submit an application for treatment at Shriners Hospital. The boy got 

accepted. Joseph Bodanza offered him a round-trip transportation to the 

U.S. and was his sponsor while he got treated at Shriners Hospitals. After 

months of treatment, Phuc Nguyen was going home in healthier condition. 

(Joseph Bodanza's approach and plan) Phuc said: "I want to help children 

who are like me receive help. I want to do every thing I can do to help 

children like me. All of this happened because of Joseph Bodanza. He had 

given a new life for Phuc. Joseph said: "These children have a future, but 

right now they don't realize it. They are so wrapped up in their physical 

pain; they can't see the world outside of them. But once their physical needs 

are met, their whole world will open up." ("Four Children of Vietnam in 

America Because of Joe Bodanza's Concern") 
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In October 1996 Joseph Bodanza flew to Saigon to find handicapped 

children to bring back to America for treatment. Hundreds of children were 

waiting him for help. Most of them came from poor families or were 

orphans. Bodanza said, "Their lives were difficult and pitiful. That is why I 

have to do something for them." Since his financial resource was limited, 

Bodanza could take only four children. He took $7,000 out of his pocket. He 

said, "Korean Airlines granted free tickets so the travel of these children 

became much easier." ("Four Children of Vietnam in America Because of 

Joe Bodanza's Concern") "Those who came here for treatment were really 

lucky," said Bodanza, "since my finance is limited." That is why he founded 

the Child Medical Connection. This organization has gotten donations from 

private sources and the help has allowed several more Vietnamese children 

to come to this country for medical treatment. 

In the world today, Vietnam is one of the poorest countries. Vietnam 

does not have the medical technology to treat many young children who 

have been suffering from diseases like polio. Even though a polio vaccine 

has been available since 1955, many Vietnamese do not seek or cannot 

afford the medicine. Further, medical care for many polio victims and 

sufferers of other serious medical conditions was virtually nonexistent in 

Vietnam. In addition, there are children who suffered from burns, for which 
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there is no treatment in Vietnam. These kids are desperate cases; most of 

them would die an early death or be severely handicapped if they do not get 

help. 

One of the unfortunate kids Thu Nguyen who was born in 1984. 

Misfortune struck her at age of two. Her left leg was stricken by polio; she 

had to crawl to get around the house. She is one of three children in the 

family. This family is very poor. Their home is only a small hut. Thu's 

parents have to work for living as laborers to feed the three children, 

especially Thu. She had to stay in her home until she was twelve years of 

age; by then she went off to school. Every day either her grandfather or her 

father had to carry her on their back, to and from school. Although she is 

disabled, she is a good student. She was awarded in the first and the second 

grade. Only one thing that bothers her is when her friends call her "The 

Disable Kid." Ever since she went to school, knowing how much her father 

and her grandfather worked to carry her to school, she always wanted to 

have a wheelchair to lessen the burden of her parents by carrying her. All is 

still in her dream. After hearing about Joseph Bodanza's Child Medical 

Connection, Thu has a new hope in her life by hoping that she will have 

treatment. There are many children who have similar situations to Thu's 

case in Vietnam. 
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Besides the Shriners Hospitals around the world, there are many 

medical centers or medical program serving for people with different ways 

like Doctor Without Borders, Green Cross, and Telemedicine. A brief 

description of such programs will highlight the uniqueness of Joseph 

Bodanza's efforts. 

First of all, Doctors Without Borders is also known as Medicines Sans 

Frontiers (MSF). It is the world's largest independent international medical 

relief agency aiding victims of armed conflict, epidemics, and man-made 

disasters, and others who lack health care due to geographic remoteness or 

ethnic marginalization. The organization of the "Doctor Without Borders" is 

operated independently of all governments, institutions, political, economic, 

or religious influences. It depends on the volunteer health professionals in 

fulfilling its mission. The financial necessities for this program are 

supported by private donations; the organization is able to maintain great 

flexibility and total independence in its choice of operations. Doctors 

Without Borders was established in 1971 by a group of physicians 

determined to offer emergency assistance wherever wars and man-made 

disasters occur. Its guiding principles are laid down in charter to which all 

members of the organizations subscribe. In accordance with the universal 

medical ethics and the right to humanitarian assistance, Doctors Without 
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Borders observes strict impartiality and demands full and unhindered 

freedom in performing its functions. In addition, Doctors Without Borders 

has a wide range of expertise and proven techniques and strategies of 

intervention. The organization is able to effectively pool the logistics and 

human resources necessary to provide rapid and efficient aid. When medical 

assistance is not enough to save lives, Doctors Without Borders will speak 

out against human right abuses and violations of humanitarian law that it 

witnesses in course of providing medical relief. ("What is Doctors Without 

Borders", http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/intro.htm)  

Doctors Without Borders is an international organization, with offices in 

18 countries. Those offices are placed in MSF International, Australia, 

Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Hong 

Kong, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 

United Arab, Emirates, United Kingdom, and United State of America. It 

usually sends more than 2000 volunteers of more than 45 nationalities to 

some 80 countries ("What is Doctors Without Borders", 

http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/intro.htm)  

There is another organization called Green Cross. Mikhail 

Gorbachev, who served as president of the Soviet Union from 1990-1991, in 

1993, founded Green Cross International. Green Gross is non-governmental 
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and non-profit organization. Their mission is to help create a sustainable 

society by cultivating harmonious relationships between humans and 

environment. ("Green Cross Family", 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossFamily/gcfamilyhp.html)  

Green Gross concentrates its efforts on the five programs whose 

common theme is to promote a significant change in human values leading 

to greater respect and care for Earth's community of life in all its diversity. 

One program is called Earth Chapter. Green Cross strives to improve law 

and governance systems protecting the environment. To promote this goal, 

Green Cross helped draft the Earth Chapter, which embodies fundamental 

values and principles and is intended to serve as a universal code of conduct 

to guide people and nations towards a sustainable future. In addition, there 

is a program Environmental Legacy of Wars that includes Legacy of Cold 

War, Legacy of Vietnam War, Legacy of Gulf War, and Legacy of Yugoslav 

War. Green Cross works to mitigate the social, environment, and economic 

consequences of man-made damage attributable to wars. They help people 

and communities afflicted by chemical and nuclear environmental 

contamination. They also seek the environmentally responsible destruction 

of chemical weapons stockpiles, and they contribute to determination of 

clean-up priorities for nuclear contaminations to work together in democratic 
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fashion to elaborate sustainable solutions. The program also addresses 

Water Conflicts Prevention and Desertification. The program is composed 

of many projects and includes activities like synthesis research, workshops, 

information dissemination, and planting trees. It is energy and resource 

efficiency and promotes new consumption patterns to reduce the 

consumption of energy, to stem climate change and to conserve natural 

resources. Finally, the program includes Environmental Education and 

Communication. It is based on the international conferences, the Earth 

Chapter Youth Contest and specific national projects like Danuse 

Kvasnickova's environment education in school systems in the Czech 

Republic or the Environment Diary in Japan. 

In the Legacy of Vietnam War program, the projects have launched a 

campaign to raise funds in order to assist Vietnamese children born with 

crippled arms and legs, probable consequences of Agent Orange 

contamination in the food chain. According to Green Cross, "Agent 

Orange" is powerful defoliant that was largely used during the Vietnam 

War, in order to defoliate the forests that where hiding the Vietcong soldiers. 

This chemical produce contained a poison dangerous for health and 

environment. Its disastrous effects appeared about after three or four years 

after its use, causing malformations in about 75,000 people. And still 
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nowadays, 25 years after the war, 3,600 children come to life each year with 

severe deformities, fissures in the throat, double rows of teeth, and other 

muscular atrophies. The growing infertility of the young women, as well as 

agricultural problems, is also attributed to Agent Orange. Effectively, 

important amounts of dioxin have been found into the grease and liver of 

Vietnamese victims. This weed-killer harms human beings by seeping from 

water or soil into their food. ("The Green Cross "Agent Orange"", 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossPrograms/legacy/Vietnam/agentorange.html)  

However, the efforts of the Vietnamese government are focused toward 

economic growth and export industries, setting aside the social politics of 

the handicapped. Help is all the more needed and the handicapped children 

are considered as monsters in Vietnam and are therefore hidden by their 

ashamed families, and condemned to a vegetative life. Others are sent to 

beg in the streets, and punished through maltreatment, starvation and even 

abandonment if they do not bring back home enough money. ("The Green 

Cross "Agent Orange"", 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossPrograms/legacy/Vietnam/agentorange.html)  

As a part of Legacy of Wars program, Green Cross helps with the 

motto "To go for signifies Life." Its goal consists in providing 750 kids with 

orthopedics care. This project started in 1998. In Hanoi and Hai Phong, two 
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centers have been built on order to welcome these children. Germam 

Department of Technical Cooperation (GTZ) finances these centers, as well 

as the equipment and the staff. Green Cross is therefore able to dedicate the 

totality of the donations into a direct assistance in favor of the victims of 

Agent Orange. The program involves the medical aspects of the diagnosis 

and therapy, the supplying of the appropriate orthopedic tools, the 

rehabilitation and transport, as well as those needed to host the children and 

some of their parents. All these costs represent, in general, an amount of $ 

240 U.S.D maximum per victim. Such a small sum corresponds to the 

average annual income per individual in Vietnam, which explains why most 

of the families cannot afford such an expense for their child contaminated 

with dioxin. However, the importance of such assistance lies in their chance 

to reintegrate into society. 

Another program is Telemedicine. It is one of new technologies that have 

been developing recently. It is difficult to imagine that medical treatment 

can be undertaken at one location, but with consultations and direction from 

Doctors at another location. Indeed, telemedicine at Texas Tech University 

health Sciences Center is one demonstration of that. It was created in 1989. 

The first case of teleconsultations was conducted in 1990 between a 

physician from Alpine, Texas, and a consultant in Lubbock. And this case 
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was very successful. ("Center for Telemedicine/Telehealth", 

http://www.ttuhsc.edultelemedicine/history.htm)  

In order to develop more equipment for telemedicine, engineers at Texas 

Tech University Health Sciences Center invented the TeleDoc. This 

mechanism provides medical staff with user-friendly equipment that does 

not require technical staff to operate. It can be safely and easily transported 

between locations. There are many cases that have been done at Texas Tech 

University Health Sciences Center for patients in Texas Department of 

Criminal Justice as well as in rural areas and in such specialties as 

orthopedics, general surgery, internal medicine, urology, gastroenterology, 

neurology, psychology, pediatrics and psychiatry. 

Actually, many people do not have a full understanding of telemedicine 

and are challenged by the technology associated with it. It's easy to 

understand the reason why many people don't believe much in 

Telemedicine, because Telemedicine is a new technology, and it's not 

popular in the world, especially in rural areas. Although it has been done 

with many cases, but most of them are not the big or well-known cases. 

According to TTUHSC, the concept of telemedicine is actually very simple. 

It is the practice of medicine over distance with the use of 

telecommunications equipment. Telemedicine can deliver a specialist 
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located hundreds of miles away into the actual examination room via live 

interactive system. Therefore, telemedicine is very helpful in medical 

treatment. The patients don't need to move far away from where they live, 

so this saves much money for transportation. Also there will be many groups 

of professional doctors working from many locations concentrated into one. 

Especially, at poor countries in the world, the medical treatment doesn't 

have much development. Many doctors don't have enough experience for 

treatment. So if telemedicine is developed over the world, the medical 

treatment will be increased in the poor countries. ("Center for 

Telemedicine/Telehealth", http://www.ttuhsc.edultelemedicinel) 
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Methodology 

The methods for this project include background and literature 

reviews on the Child Medical Connection and other similar organizations; 

interviews of Joseph, patients, and Vietnamese in the community; office 

help; and visits to the airport and the hospital. 

The first method that we did was back grounding and literature search 

on the Child Medical Connection and other similar organizations. In order 

for us to know the background of the Child Medical Connection 

organization, we interviewed Mr. Bodanza who is the founder. The 

interview was focused on how he begins his work, and was there any plan 

for this organization. We also reviewed all the public documents and press 

releases newspapers stories about the Child Care Connection. In addition, 

we also did some research on Doctor without Borders, Green Cross, and 

Telemedicine. 

The second method of this project was interviews of Joseph, patients, 

and Vietnamese in the community. In order for us to understand how this 

organization works, we extensively interacted with Mr. Bodanza. We asked 

him on how his work begins, how these cases get processed, and does he 

have any plan for this organization in the future. For the portfolio of patients 

during this project, we also interviewed the children patients so that we can 
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know more about the process of getting here and how they feel when they 

got here. In the interviews, we asked them how they knew about Mr. 

Bodanza's work and what did they do to be able to get here. The interviews 

were also focused on their backgrounds, and their conditions before and 

after the treatments because we wanted to know that how they felt as they 

returned to Vietnam after the treatments. Were their conditions any better? 

Finally, we also conducted some interviews with the Vietnamese in the 

community. We have chosen to conduct an interview with the head of the 

temple in Worcester because he has interacted a lot with the Vietnamese in 

this area. The interview was about how felt concerning on Mr. Bodanza's 

work. To get different view on Mr. Bodanza' work, we also interviewed the 

group of the Vietnamese youth Association of Worcester. In the interview, 

we asked them about Mr. Bodanza's work, and their opinion on the 

organization. 

The third method was used was translation of documents. In helping 

Mr. Bodanza to translate documents like patients reject letters from Mr. 

Bodanza, patients' reject letters from the Shriner Hospital, hospital forms as 

well as correspondence between Mr. Bodanza and Vietnamese parents, we 

could understand more about the process of bringing these children over 

here. 
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The fourth method was office help. For better understanding of Mr. 

Bodanza everyday life work, we have come and helped him at his office. We 

helped him on organizing the office, which include putting the applying 

patients in order, sending out thank you letter for financial donor... etc. We 

also helped the children get used to the environment. In this helping process, 

we were able to know how these children live here and their activities, how 

does Mr. Bodanza work, and the finance of the organization. 

Finally, we went with Mr. Bodanza to the Logan airport to pick up the 

newly arrived children and to the Shriner hospital. The goals of these visits 

were to see the children's conditions at first hand when they first come here 

and the process of the hospital treatment. 
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Results 

The result of our IQP covers all the visits to the Shriners Hospital, 

visits to Logan Airport, the interviews of Vietnamese in the community, 

Portfolio of patients during this project, and all the translation of basic 

documents. 

As the part of the project, we helped Mr. Bodanza bring these 

Vietnamese children to the Shriner hospital in Springfield so that we can 

understand more about the treatment procedure for these children. Our first 

visit to the Shriner hospital was on March 21st 2000. Chinh and Khoi were 

on that visit. Chinh and I were waiting for Mr. Joe at 6:30 AM on Green 

street Worcester, MA. Later on, we were going to the Shriner Hospital. It 

took us about one hour to get there. This is a first time to the hospital for 

three new-handicapped children, Pham Tung Giang, Trung and Liem. After 

Mr. Bondanza talked to the receptionist, he told us to go to help for Giang as 

an interpreter. Pham Tung Giang couldn't walk because of polio. He just 

came here last week from Saigon City. I put him on the wheelchair and 

brought him to the room where a doctor can perform an examination. At 

first, she went over all stuffs on Giang's paperwork and asked Mr. Bodanza 

for sure, then she asked me to interpret for Giang some questions like when 

was it he first couldn't walk, where did he get hurt on his body, how is his 



family status.... When her job was done, another doctor came up to do an 

exam of Giang's body. He measured Giang on his back, the disease affected 

legs, head, and hands in order to know how is Giang's body. It took about 

one hour then he told me to bring Giang to an X-ray room. I translated for 

Giang when he was asked and helped him to take an X-ray. I brought him 

back to the first room and waited for the Chief of Staff who will be coming 

up and making a decision. A group about five doctors was coming with X- 

ray films and Giang's case history files. They discussed the X-ray film, then 

they told Joe what they are going to do for Giang. At 12:300, everything was 

done; we went to cafeteria in the hospital for lunch. We went back to 

Worcester at 2:30pm. 

For the second visit to Shriner Hospital, Trung and Hai went with Mr. 

Bodanza. We met Joe at the parking lot near Hien Vuong on Green Street at 

6:30 am. We parked our car there and got into his van. In the van were Mr. 

Joe and three boys. One boy was sitting near Joe, the driver. The other two 

were on the middle bench, and we sat on the last bench. We were introduced 

three of them: Liem, Trung, and Giang. We asked Trung in what city he and 

the other two lived. Trung said he and Liem were brothers and lived in Ben 

Tre whereas Giang was from SaiGon. We asked Trung how he liked this 

country. He said, "Beautiful, but it's cold." We could feel that he was falling 
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into sleep, so we did not talk to them any more. Instead, we observed them 

from the last bench and tried to estimate how serious their physical bodies 

were, but we found nothing serious. "Trung and Liem are slim, but Giang is 

OK," we thought. We felt asleep too since we woke up early that morning, 

so we leaned my head against the bench, closed my eyes, and went into 

dream. 

... We woke up when we heard somebody said something unclear. 

We looked out of the window and saw the Shriners Hospital in front of me. 

We looked at the clock in the car. It was 7:20 am. We had traveled for nearly 

one hour. We opened the door and got out of the van. Liem was already on 

the ground. At this moment we realized that his legs were not normal. They 

were so thin that we could see the bones inside his trousers. But he was still 

being able to walk. Giang was worse. Mr. Joe pulled out a wheelchair from 

the trunk and we helped him bring Giang out of the car and put him on it. 

Trung might be the healthiest among them. His body was normal except for 

left arm. It was smaller than the right one. 

We walked to the entrance of the hospital. Mr. Joe did the registration 

process and we were told to go to the waiting room. When we got there, no 

other patients were waiting. Mr. Joe left us, went into a room, and talked to 

the woman inside. The three boys and I were sitting in the waiting room. 



During the conversation, I knew that Liem was 17 and in his 11 th  grade, 

Trung in his 9 th  grade, and Giang in his 8th  grade. Even though they knew 

that they were unfortunate boys, there were no sad or depressive expressions 

on their faces. They were talking and laughing as if nothing happened. That 

made me surprised. 

We waited for about an hour. Then a doctor came to us and took Liem 

and Giang away. He said he already had an interpreter, so Joe and I did not 

go with him. We stayed with Trung for about fifteen more minutes. Then a 

nurse came to us and asked us to go with her to another room. Here Trung 

was weighed and measured, and the nurse recorded all information. She 

asked when Trung got polio, if there were other people in his family got this 

disease, if he could raise his arm over his head., etc. Then a doctor came in. 

He examined Trung's arm carefully, asked many questions, and finally he 

told Trung that he had to exercise as much as he could, eat more, and came 

back there later in April. 

Finally, Chinh and Khoi helped the third visit to Shriner Hospital. As 

we discussed, on May 5, 2000, Joe called Chinh Do at 12:00 pm, then 45 

minutes later, we met Joseph at the parking lot on Green Street. After 

buying some coffees, we went ahead to Shriner Hospital in Springfield. 

There were six kids who Joseph transported on that day. It took about one 
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hour to hospital. When we stopped at the front desk of hospital, Mr. 

Boodanza had to talk to someone and told us he needed to sign in the visitor 

book. Few minutes later, we were allowed to go up stair and visit Liem and 

Giang; these guys have been treated there in several weeks. We showed the 

kids to play some of the games and answered some questions when they 

asked. Joseph talked to the doctors about his kids. 

We left Shriner Hospital at 3:15 pm and went to Springfield for 

watching circus show. This is Melha Shriner Circus. They have been 

working around the United States, and that day is first show in 

Massachusetts. We helped Joseph to buy the foods for 6 kids and get in the 

show field. The show started at 4:00 pm and ended at 7:00 pm. Most of 

them were very interested with that show. We got back to Worcester at 8:30 

pm. 

Also, as a part of our project, we have decided that we will go with 

Mr. Bodanza to pick up Vietnamese children when they come here from 

Vietnam at the Logan airport. There were two trips that Mr. Bodanza wanted 

us to come with him at that time, and Hai was the person that will go with 

him to help him out and also to see the conditions of these children when 

they first come here. 



The first trip to the Logan airport was on March 16th, 2000, we went 

with Mr. Joe Bodanza to the Logan airport to pick up three handicapped 

children from Vietnam. Mr. Bodanza had asked me to come along to help 

him in translation because these children did not speak English and Mr. 

Bodanza didn't know Vietnamese. Mr. Bodanza also said that I came along 

so that there is somebody these children can talk to so they would not feel 

homesick. 

On the morning of that day, Mr. Bodanza and Hai were at the Logan 

airport an hour early to do some immigration paperwork to let these kids 

stay in the United States for up to one year. At about 10:00am, the three 

children, age from fifteen to eighteen, were coming from the gate. They 

were so thin and tired from a long trip. One of them had to use a wheelchair. 

However, they were very happy knowing that they were going to get 

treatments. Hai helped Mr. Bodanza with greetings like how are you, how 

was your flight.... After Hai helped these kids with immigration and 

checking out, we were ready to go to Mr. Bodanza's house. On the way 

going home, one of the kids was having carsickness. We asked him he said 

that he never been in a car before. When we got to Mr. Badanza's house, Hai 

helped them call their parents to let their parents know that they were fine. 

Hai also helped Mr. Bodanza to tell these kids where they go to sleep, how 
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to use the toilet, and use their own toothbrushes and towels...etc. Hai also 

told them what they don't want to do around the house like set off fire 

alarms. After all of the learning, they were too tired and went to bed because 

it was like 3:00am for them. 

Hai's presence was very helpful for these kids and Mr. Bodanza. Hai 

not only helped them in communication problem but Hai also helped them in 

becoming familiar with the environment in the United States that is so 

different from Vietnam. This was a very good experience for me knowing 

that Hai can help people that needed help. 

The second trip was on April l st  Hai and Trung agreed to help Mr. 

Bodanza to come with him to the Logan airport to help him pick up seven 

disabled Vietnamese children. Most of these children are polio victims. 

Because they can't have treatment in Vietnam, they came to United States to 

hope that they were going to have treatments. Our presence is to help them 

in translating. 

As usual, we arrived early at Logan airport on that morning. Because 

Mr. Bodanza knows the immigration officers and they know Mr. Bodanza's 

work, we were able to get right to the terminal gate with no problem. 

Finally, the flight arrived. From the gate, seven children were helping each 

others walking out. They were all very skinny. One of them had to use 
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wheelchair and others two had to use wooden crane to walk. They seemed 

very tired but happy and excited knowing the flight was over or happier that 

they know they were going to have treatments. They didn't know any 

English, not even some basic greetings. It was really an emotional meeting 

as they met Mr. Bodanza for the first time. They wanted me to help them 

thank Mr. Bodanza for giving them chances to have treatments that they 

have never dream of. On another hand, Mr. Bodanza was more concerned 

about their health and conditions. He asked them how were they feeling, 

were they happy to be here, how was your flight...etc. They all answered that 

they were happy, excited, and thanked him to be here. After the greeting 

conversation, we also took some pictures for memory, and went to the check 

out. 

At the check out, we helped them to do the immigration paper works. 

The checking out process was very smooth. We didn't have any problem 

with the immigration paperwork. In the van they were all asleep because 

they were so tired of the long flight. It was really an emotional experience 

for me. We really admire for what Mr. Bodanza has done for these disabled 

Vietnamese children who wouldn't have treatments if they didn't come here. 
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One of the important parts of our project was to interview Vietnamese 

in the community. The goal of the interview was to know how the 

Vietnamese community feels about the work of Mr. Bodanza . On March 7, 

2000, we went to a temple that located on Dewey Street, Worcester of 

Massachusetts State to make an interview with a monk named Thich Thien 

Hue. After introducing our reasons for the interview, and Mr. Bodanza's 

Work for Vietnamese handicapped children, we have asked this monk some 

questions about Joseph's work in the form below. 

What do you think about Joseph's work for Vietnamese handicapped 

children? 

As a leader of a temple in Worcester, could you let us know about the action 

of yourself and Vietnamese people in this City to the work of Joseph 

Bodanza? 

Thich Thien Hue said, "As a monk, I do not want to criticize his 

program since I do not like to go into details of his personal life. I feel 

ashamed whenever I see him because I think that I am a monk but I cannot 

do things as he did. As a refugee, my ambition is to devote all my life for the 

development and popularity of Buddhism in America. Aside from praying 

for other people, I also want to help them cope with their daily lives. In the 

future, I will sponsor some program to help hobos, handicaps, and orphans. 
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We got donations from Vietnamese Community and used that money to 

support victims of the last flood in Vietnam. Back to Joe's work, I think that 

he feels happy to help handicapped kids." 

He also said, "We all have to stop looking at Joseph's work as why he 

is doing this. We should discuss about our situation; we are too busy when 

we came to the United States because of many different things like making a 

living, helping relatives back in Vietnam. Therefore, we didn't have time for 

helping these children. Let ask how many people out of Vietnam that have 

helped these handicapped children like Joseph. I feel ashamed every time I 

see him because as a head of this temple, I can't help these children. 

Therefore, I respect Joseph's work. I have been telling people to help 

Joseph. I know Mr. Joseph have brought children from Bentre and Hanoi; 

about this issue, I see these children as children who have not done anything 

wrong. These children are not communists. I don't oppose his work." 

Thich Thien Hue also let us know about his thought. He said "Joseph is 

not a person who has a relationship with communists. But communists in 

Vietnam see that Joseph has a program to bring the handicapped children to 

America for the treatment, they want Joseph to give first place for the 

handicapped children of people who do work for the present government 

Under Joseph's eyes, these children are the handicapped people, they should 
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have the good cares, and need to be treated by the high medical technologies 

in the United States of America." 

Buddhist monk Thick Thien Hue also said "I have not discriminated the 

handicapped children of the south, middle or north in Vietnam, provided 

they are the handicapped children, they need to have the good cares and 

need to be treated, that is compassion between people and people" 

When we ask Thich Thien Hue about the oppositions of Vietnamese 

people in Worcester to Joseph's work, he said, "I would like to ask these 

people, have they ever helped Vietnamese handicapped children? Or do they 

have any program to help Vietnamese handicapped children? According to 

the discussion between Joseph and I, There are some of Vietnamese people 

saying that Joseph is working for communists, but Joseph does not mind 

about that." 

In addition, Thich Thien Hue said, " Because Joseph had a wife in 

Bentre, he was introduced by his wife about the handicapped children there. 

Therefore, the handicapped children in Bentre were given first place to bring 

to America for the treatment that was obviously true. I see that the children 

were brought by Joseph, were not only children in Bentre and Hanoi, and 

they were in Bien Hoa, Sai Gon, Long An, Kien Giang, and Da Nang. We 
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should appeal Vietnamese people in Worcester and in the United States to 

help Joseph to do well his work." 

We also interviewed the younger Vietnamese. On March 26 of 2000, 

there was a meeting of Vietnamese Thanh Thieu Nien Association of 

Worcester that took place at Travel Agency in Worcester. Trung, Hai, and 

Chinh were the members of this group, and showed up on that day. 

According to our request, all member of "Vietnamese Thanh Thieu Nien 

Association" agreed for us to interview them about Joseph's work for 

Vietnamese handicapped children in several years. Because the time was 

not enough to interview all people there, we interviewed only Thuy Vo, 

Quoc Tran, and Tuyen Tran. 

Generally, the questions were asked for all of them that were simple 

like: "Do you know who is Joseph? What do you hear about Joseph? What 

do you think about his work for Vietnamese children?" 

Thuy Vo, whom was the first person we asked, replied very smooth 

and professional in speaking. She said: "I have been living in this country 

for over ten years, and I'm a mother of two children, age 1-3 years old now. 

I have not seen any people love Vietnamese people, Vietnamese children, 

like Joseph. He spends all his time to do work that Vietnamese people 

should do for their handicapped children, but no one does that. I'm a 
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Vietnamese, but I give no help to compare with Joseph. I feel like crying for 

myself. I have seen Joseph with some Vietnamese handicapped children at 

temple Pho-Hien in Worcester. After a short conversation with him, I see he 

really loves and feels painful for Vietnamese handicapped children in 

Vietnam. He dreams all of them have good care. He brings them over here 

by his own money and some from the donations. He needs help from 

Vietnamese people in this country like donation, transportation, translation, 

and shelter." Mrs. Vo also said: "Although I have much difficulties in life 

like caring for my very young children, supporting my relative in Vietnam, I 

usually volunteer do work in helping children in Worcester area and 

sometime donate for International Cancer Research Program, Joseph's work, 

etc. As a secretary of Vietnamese Association in Worcester, I would like to 

send some words to all of you that you guys should donate as much as you 

can to help Joseph's program. Your money will use to care for Vietnamese 

children or do good work, you will feel happy for that." 

Quoc Tran was the second person to answer our questions. He said: 

"I was a student at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and graduated in 

December of 1999. I knew Joseph and heard his work for Vietnamese 

children during the time I was in school, but I had no way to help him and 
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the kids except some little donations. I agreed with what Mrs. Vo said. I 

felt bad for myself when comparing with his work." 

Because the meeting seemed to be end, Tuyen Tran was last person to 

answer our question. He said: "I was a student at Northeastern University 

and graduated in December of 1998. I have been living in this country for 

all most fourteen years. Joseph Was first person I saw in many of us. He 

had a good heart. He really loved handicapped people. I knew and heard 

about him when I was sophomore year in school. I have donated few times 

for his program, but that was very small to compare with Joseph. As a 

member of Vietnamese, I would like to say thanks for what he did for 

Vietnamese handicapped children." 
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PORTFOLIO of PATIENTS 

As Joseph has done on his job, in March of 2000, he has brought nine 

Vietnamese handicapped from Vietnam. 
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Unlike previous cases, the kids were coming from Vietnam at this 

time are all boys. He told to us that he has enough room at his place for the 

kids, but he really concerned when boys and girls are living together. In 

order to avoid something happening between them, he wanted to bring all 

the boys first, and planned to bring all the girls for next time. We helped Mr. 

Joseph to pickup all of them at airport in Boston. As we mentioned before, 

Vietnam is one of a poor country in the World. Because of the war, and the 

medical conditions, there are too many children who have been gotten polio. 

Most of them got polio when they were a few months of age because their 

parents did not bring them to a hospital to inject a vaccine. Some of them 

immediately got polio when were born because their parents were infected 

with poison from the war. Mr. Joseph has tried to help all of these kids to 

come to the USA to get a treatment; however, Shriner hospital has limited 

amount of patients coming from each country. Also depending on Joseph's 

financial situation that is donated from his friends, or Vietnamese 

communities in the USA, he would be able to bring some more kids to the 

USA for treatment. Coming to the USA this time were separated into two 

groups. First group is Giang, Liem, Trung and Kieu. Second group is Nam, 

Tuan, and three others. These kids are from eight to fourteen of age. They 
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have been living with their parents in South Vietnam. Most of them were 

born in poor families. When they got polio, their parents brought them to 

some hospitals in Vietnam; however, because of poor medical conditions, 

and the finances of their family, they couldn't get adequate treatment. 

Fortunately, a person who has helped him in Vietnam introduced their 

parents to Mr. Joseph Bodanza, and after all paperwork was done, they were 

allowed to be here for treatment. The limit time that allowed them to be here 

about one year, some special cases that need more time, Mr. Joseph needs to 

reapply the visa for them, and most cases like that were approved by INS. 

Three days after the first group was coming, we helped Joseph to 

bring them to Shriners at Springfield, MA to take some first examination. 

We also had a chance to do some short interview with these kids. First 

person we would like to introduce here is Dinh Truong Giang, who is 

fourteen years old. He was born in Thu Duc, a place in South of Vietnam. 

He talked to us that his parents used to live in North Vietnam before 1954, 

but when Communism took over North Vietnam, there were too many 

people, and some had to move to the South in order to avoid the terrorization 

of the communists, and his parents were in the stream of people. He was 

gotten this disease when he just was only nine months of age. 
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His father brought him to Center of Polio and some of Children Hospital for 

treatment. A lot of money was spent on him, but he didn't get any better 

than. When his parents couldn't be able to support money on him, he had to 

be returned home with two of the legs that couldn't work anymore. Giang 

had not reviewed with any treatment since that time. It's really incredible 

when you see him, how can he live with his status like that from that time up 

to now? He cannot be able to walk, or doing anything by himself After the 
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first examination, the chief of doctors had made decision for him 

immediately had to be in the hospital for treatment. We used to be an 

interpreter for Giang at that time, and had known that they planned to do a 

surgery for him next several weeks. We followed Joseph to visit him after 

his surgery. The doctors tried to pull his backbone to straight by putting a 

circle thing on his head, and then they put six screws around it. There is a 

wire that has something on the other side will pull up his body. He has been 

on the wheelchair all the time even sleeping. Giang told us that it's really 

hurt for him. Giang must be in this status for several months until his 

backbone doesn't look like a curve anymore. Although it's hurt for Giang 

when he got the treatment, but he was very happy since he believed that he 

would be able to walk, or doing something by himself, that he has never 

done before. 

Second person is Le Van Kieu, who was coming from Tien Giang, 

one city of Vietnam. We took a short interview him and knew that he was 

gotten polio when he was only eight-teen months of age. He is sixteen years 

old now. His parents told him that he got polio after he suffered a fever. His 

parents sent him to some hospitals in Saigon, although they spent too much 

money, but everything was too late for him. Kieu returned home with one 

leg doesn't work anymore. 
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As we can see on his picture, He was very much better than Giang. 

His back was not deformed. The doctors told Joseph that Kieu would need 

surgery to make his leg works back, and it's not a big due for the doctors at 
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Shriners Hospital. He was waiting for one year to complete his paperwork 

and coming to the USA the same day with Giang. 

Next one is Pham Thanh Liem, who is eight teen years old. It's really 

unfortunate for Liem's family. His parents have three children, two boys and 

one girl. But two boys, Liem and his younger brother, all got polio. He said 

he was infected when he was 

seven years old, but his family didn't have enough money to bring him to a 

hospital. His back had been deformed by the time. One of the legs was 

shrunken. 
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He is oldest brother in his family. Although he was disease like that, but he 

has tried to work hard. He tried to walk by him self, goes to school or doing 

something to help his family. Liem had surgery on the back several weeks 

after Giang. The doctors were doing some techniques similar to the one for 

Giang. He wished he would get better as soon, so that he can get back to 

Vietnam to help his parents. Although in the wheelchair all the time, but 

Liem has tried to learn English, or some good things from here. He asked us 

so many questions about the USA, or whatever he wanted to know. He's 

really a good guy that we have never seen. 

And here is his younger brother, who is named Pham Thanh Trung. 
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He was gotten polio a few months after his brother. Much better than Liem, 

Trung was gotten polio only on his left hand. After taking examination, the 

doctors said that he doesn't need to take any surgery, just only doing 

exercise and get good food to eat, his hand is going to work back. Mr. 

Joseph let Trung stay here to help him take care the other kids. He is also a 

good person like his brother. He goes to school for learning English, and 

helps Joseph cooking a food for the other kids. 

This is Nguyen Hoang Tuan. He came from Ben Tre, a place that has 

many polio cases that Mr. Joseph has involved. Both of his legs were shrunk 

because of polio when he was several years of age. 

Like the others, Tuan was tried with some hospitals in Vietnam; however, he 

didn't get better and the legs were shrunken by the time. He came here with 

both legs could not be able to walk. Tuan is one of smart and cute persons in 
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Joseph's house. After several weeks coming here, Tuan got surgery on both 

legs and now 

he can be able to walk by using the crutches. He also tried to learn English 

and computer. We have taught him how to use some stuff on a computer. 

Last person we'd like to introduce to you is Nguyen Hien Anh Thu. 

She came here three times, and this is really special case of Joseph program. 

Thu has been here in 1997 for first treatment. She had gotten polio when she 

was two years old. Both of the legs were shrunk, and her back was 

deformed. Because she was born in a very poor family, Thu didn't get any 

treatment for this disease. She went back to Vietnam after she got a 

treatment, and she was able to walk by using the crutches, but there was 

something wrong inside her legs, so she needed to be back at Shriners 

Hospital immediately for check up. That was a second time Thu got surgery 
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Thu has been here in 1997 for first treatment. She had gotten polio when she 

was two years old. Both of the legs were shrunk, and her back was deformed 

Because she was born in a very poor family, Thu didn't get any treatment for 

this disease. She went back to Vietnam after she got a treatment, and she 

was able to walk by using the crutches, but there was something wrong 

inside her legs, so she needed to be back at Shriners Hospital immediately 

for check up. That was a second time Thu got surgery. We had a short 

interview with her when she was here for third time. One more surgery on 

her to take something out of her legs, and that is going to be done for her 

case. She got much better than before. 
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Above are several cases in Mr. Joseph's program. There are too many 

cases still waiting for help from Mr. Joseph. He has still been working on his 

great job in order to help all Vietnamese handicapped children, innocent kids 

in a poor country. 
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Translation of basic documents 

In order to get treatment at Shriners Hospitals, the first thing 

applicants need to do is fill out the following forms and submit them to 

Joseph Bodanza. These forms request applicants to give detailed medical 

information and a complete immunization record. Joseph Bodanza will then 

send these applications to Shriners Hospitals. 

APPLICATION FORM 
SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR CHILDREN 

To Be Completed By Parent or Guardian , "  

Name of Child: 

(Last) 	 (First) 	 (Middle) 

Permanent Home 

Address: 	 (Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 

(State/Province) 	 (Zip Code) 	 (Country) 

Mailing Address: 
IC different) 	 (Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (State/Province) 	 (Zip) 

Home *:( 	 ) 	 Alternate #:( 	 ) 
(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

Date of Birth: ______J/ 	 Sex: 	 M 	 F 	 Child's Social Security No: 	 - 

Who does child live with primarily? (Circle One) 	 1. Both Parents 	 2. Mother 	 3. Father 	 4. Other (Name) 

Name of Mother: 
(Last) 	 (First) 	 (Middle) 	 (Maiden) 

Address: 

	

(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 	 (State/Province) 	 (Zip) 

Home*: 	 ( 	 ) 	 Work a: 	 ( 	 ) 
(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

Marital Status: (Circle One) 	 Single 	 Married 	 Separated 	 Divorced 	 Widowed 

Name of Father: 
(Last) 	 (First) 	 (Middle) 

Of Different From Mother) 

Address: 

	

(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 	 (State/Province) 	 (Zip) 

Home #: 	 ( 	 ) 	 work /4: 	 ( 	 ) 
(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

Marital Status: (Circle One) 	 Single 	 Married 	 Separated 	 Divorced 	 Widowed 

Name of Legal Guardian: 
(II DIRenont From Aboe) 	 (Last) 	 (First) 	 (Middle) 

Relationship to child: 

Address: 
(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 	 (State/Province) 	 (ZIP) 	 , ,, 

Home*: 	 ( 	 ) 	 Work #: 	 ( 	 ) 
(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

(continued on reverse' 	  

To be Completed by Sponsoring Shriner 	 SPONSORING SHRINER INFORMATION 
Sponsoring Shriner* Temple: 

Shrines Name: 
t 

Shrine?* Address: 	 i 	 Daytime Phone: ( ) 
(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (State/Province) 	 (Zip) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

Sponsoring Shriner's Signature 	 Date 

FOR HOSPITAL  USE ONLY: . 
Return To . 	  Date Received: 

Address: Application Number:  	

Date of Screening Visit - 

Meclical Record Number: 

Name of Person Initiating Form: 

Form 1036 
	

Rev. 10/98 

• 
• 
• 

• 
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Name of Child: 

No q 

Treatment Provided: 

Surgery/Dates:  

Other treatment/Dates: 

X-rays: Yes Date of most recent x-ray 	 (should bring to lst visit) 

When was child last seen by doctor? 	  

Has child been treated at another Shriners Hospital? Yes [J 	 No Li 	 Date of Treatment 	  

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
TOTAL COMBINED FAMILY 	 LI  $0 - $1 0,000 	 1:1 s10,000 - $20,000 

INCOME FOR LAST 12 MONTHS LI $30,000 - $40,000 	 q $40,000 - $50,000 

q $20,000 - $30,000 

over $50,000 

Problem or Diagnosis (If Known): 

Date First Noticed' 

Chief complaint (symptom) describe: 

How long has child had the problem: ' From birth 	 q 	 Developed recently 	 Injury 	 Date 	  

What other symptoms does your child have (describe): 	  

MEDICAL INFORMATION 

Location/City: 	  

Screen 
	  CHIEF OF STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 	  
Accept LI 	 Reject q 

Medical 

Overage p 
Financial 

Other 	  q 	  

Reason for Denial: Non-Compliance Foreign Patient Policy 

Signature Date 

INSURANCE INFORMATION 
Type: 	 Private LI HMO q 	 Medicaid q Medicare L=1 State Agency q other LI None 1:1 

Name of Company or Health Plan: 	  

ID Number: 

Name of HMO Physician: 	  

(if this application Is approved, further Insurance Information may be requested by the Hospital In order to assist with services not 

performed at Shriners Hospitals.)  

Name of Person Completing Form 	 Relationship 	  Data 

FOR HOSPITAL USE ONLY: 

Reason For Rejection: 

Signature - Chief of Staff   Date 

ACTION BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
Approved rj 	 Denied q 

Currently Under Care Of 

Name: 	  

Address: 	  

Phone #: 

Physician: Hospital: 

Form 1036 	 Rev. 10198 

• 
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BtNH VItN SHRINERS 
XIN CHVA BtNH CHO THE EM _DON 

Xin (ELI ddn nay tx3i cha. me hay ngtrdi hao yo 

Ten tre em: 
c ii))) 	 (Th- n) 

HO khiu thdang tra: 
(On/ lot) 

Dia chi lien 14c: 

S6 dien thoai: 	 S6 dien thoai (Ne-u iliac): 

Ngay sinh: 	 / 	 Nam 	 Nff 	 SS chthig minh: 

DIM tif6s):Cng vdi ai (Khoanh non) 	 1. Cha, Mc 	 2. Me 	 3. Cha 	 4. Nbeng ngndi khan (ten) 

Ten ngtidi mg: 
(He) 	 (Tan) 

H6 khiu thadrig trtl: 
(Chia lot) 

S6 dien thoai nha: 	 Dien thoai ndi lam viec: 

Hoan canh gia dInh (khoanh ten): 	 1. DOc than 	 2. C6 chcing 	 3. Ly than 4. Ly di 5. G6a chting 

Ten nwitri cha: 
(He) 	 (Tin) 

HO kha'a thutrng trtl: 
(chit 16H 

(Ntu Usk dia chi no di me) 

SS then thoai nha: 	 Dien thoai ndi Urn viec: 

Haan cinh gia di& (khoanh trOV 	 I. Doc than 	 2. CO vd 	 3. L than 4. Lv di  5. Goa vd 

Ten ngddi bit° trd h¢p phap: 
(Hy) 	 (Ten) 

Quan he vdi dtita tre: 

(cha 160 

Ho khd'u thirdng trti: 

S6 dien thoai nha:  	 Dien thoai ndi lam viec:  	  

Xin dian bdi Sponsoring Stainer 

Sponsoring Shriner's Temple: 

THONG TIN Vi SPONSORING SUMNER 

Ten cia Shriner: 
Dia chi: SS then thoai ban ngay: 

CIO kY Ngay 

Dinh cho benh vien: 
tra 14i: Benh vien Ngay nhan dadc: 

Dia chi: S6 ddn: 
Ngay 
S6 h6 sd benh an: 
Ten ngddi dthig 
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***Ten ctia tre em: 	  

THONG TIN VE BtNH AN 
Trieu chang berth (nelibie.t) 

Ngay phat hien 
Mo to trieu chttng: 

Dda tre di bj benh bao lau: TlY hIc mdi sinh q 	 Mdi phat then r.3 
Nht?ng benh khac ma di?a tre co (MO ti) : 

Bi tai nan q 	 Ngay 	 ' 

Dang dieu trj bel: 	 Bac Si : 
Ten: 

Benh vien: 

Dia chi: 
Dien thoai: 

Phtiang Phap Dieu Trj Di Dung : 
Ojai phau/Ngay 
Nhiing stf dieu tri khac/ Ngay: 
Quang tuyen: 	 CO I:I 	 KhOng q 	 Ngay chup quang 
Lan gap bac si cuiSi ding? 

tuyen gan nhdt 	 (NM mang theo !chi di BV) 

Dara tre di co chiTa tri a benh 8 benh vien SHRINERS nao khac 'thong? 
d' &au/ Thanh pho nao: 

Cd q 	 Khong q 	 Ngay dieu tri 

TIN TeC TAI CHANH 
Thu nhap tong cOng ctia gia thrill 	 q $0 - $10,000 	 (:) $10,000 - $20,000 	 [:1 $20,000 - $30,000 

trong 12 thing gait day 	 [:.1 $30,00 - $40,000 	 (Z) $40,000 - $50,000 	 q over $50,000 

TIN TIC BAO Tam 
Loai: 	 Tit nhan q 	 HMO I:1 	 Medicare Zil 	 Medicaid q 	 State Agency q 	 Nhling loai khac q 	 'Chong c6 q 

Ten Cong ty bao hiem: 
So' the: 
Ten ctia bac si HMO: 
(Wit clan ndy dupe chirp thuiln, bfnh vien co the yiu cdu nhang thong tin vi bilo hi/tn khdc vdi muc dick gidp rid sti piyc vy d nhang binh vier; khdc) 

Ten cda Ngural Dien Dan : 	 Quan he 	 Ngay 

Dinh cho benh vien: 

Y KT& CiJA B€NH VteN TRIONG 
Xet lai q Chirp nh4n q 	 Loai be q 

Ly do loai be: 

Benh vien truing ky ten 	 Ngiy 

QUYgT DINH CiJA BAN LANH 
Chip thu4n q 	 Id chi 	 1:1 

LY Do Ta'Chd'i: 	 Y-te 	 q 	 Tai chinh 	 q 

Qua tali 	 1.3 	 Nhffng dieu khac q 

DAC) BtNH VI N 

Khdng tuan theo chinh sach cho benh nhan nadc ngoai  • 

Chit ky 	
Ngiy 
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SUPPLEMENTAL PATIENT INFORMATION 

• Name of Child: Application No: 

	

(Last) 	 (First) 	 (Middle) 

Date of Birth: 	 / 	 / 

PHYSICIAN OR 

Referring Physician/Health Care Professional 
(If applicable)  

Address: 

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 

Name: 	 Specialty: 

	

(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 	 (State/Province) 

Phone No.: ( 	 ) 

(Zip) 

(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

Primary Care Physician Name: 	 Specialty: 

Address: 

	

(Street) 	 (City/Town) 	 (County) 	 (State/Province) 

Phone No.: ( 	 ) 

(Zip) 

last treated the child: 

(Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

If child is not presently under physician's care, give name, address and telephone number of physician who 

(Physician's Name) 	 (Address) 	 (Area Code) 	 (Phone Number) 

1. How did you first hear about Shriners 
2. Who/what is directly responsible for 

First 	 This 
Heard 	 Referral 

REFERRAL SOURCE 

Hospitals? (Check only one) 
your present referral (this referral) to Shriners 

First 	 This 
Heard 	 Referral 

Hospitals? (Check only one) 

First 	 This 
Heard 	 Referral 

q Family Member/Self 	 q 

or Friend/Non-Shriner 

q Shriner 	 q 

q Physician 	 q 

q Other Health Care Provider 	 q 

or agency (e.g., UCP, 
physical, therapist, etc.) 

q School/Teacher 	 q 

q Media (Circle one) 	 q 

Television-PSA 
Billboard 
Poster/Flyer 
Radio-PSA 
Newspaper 
Other (Specify) 

Shriners Hospitals 
 for children 

Form 1036 SPI Rev. 5/99 
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TAI LI U BO SUNG CHO Be NH NHAN 

Ten dm tre em: 	 Don s6: 

	

(Ho) 	 (Ten) 	 (Ten lot) 

	

Ngay, thang va nam Binh: 	 / 	 / 

TAI I.I: U Vt BAC ST HAY CHUYEN GIA SOC KHOE 

Ten Bac Si/Chuyen gia sac khoe: 	 Chuyen mOn: 
(Neu c6 th6) 

Dia chi: 
(Ten throng) 	 (Thanh Ph6) 	 (ru1h) 

S6 din thoai: 	 ( 	 ) 

(Qu6c Gia/Bang) 	 (Mi s6 yang) 

(SO yang) 	 (SO dien tholii) 

Ten cila Bac Si chinh: 	 Chuyen mOn: 

Dia chi: 
(Ten du Ong) 	 (Thinh Ph6) 	 (nnh) 

S6 dien thoai: 	 (____ 	 ) 

(Qu6c gia/Bang) 	 (MI 36 vung) 

nguitri Bac Si cu6i cling chlta tri cho dim be. 

(S6 viIng) 	 (S6  diO 11100) 

Neu data be hien tai khOng clinic chum s6c cita Bac S, cho bi6t ten, die chi, s6 dien thoai dm 

(Ten Bac Si) 	 (Dia chi lien lac) 	 (MA vOng) 	 (SO dien thoai) 

1. lam sao ban biet ve benh vien Shriners? 

2. Hi4n tai ai la nguei c6 trach nhiem 

L:in dau tien 	 Hien tai 
(Cau 1) 	 (Cau 2) 

q Thanh vien gia dlnh, 	 iiii 
Ban' than, ban be/khOng 
ThuOc Shriners 

q Shriner 	 q 

111 aic Si 	 q 

NGUON GIN THIS U 
(danh dAu chi mot) 

truc tip htrang din ban den B6nh Vin Shriners? 

lign &Au tien 	 Hien tai 
(Cau 1) 	 (Cau 2) 

q Dich vu sic khoe khac 	 q 

Hay chi nhanh khac 

q Tru6ng hocalidy giao 	 q 

(dinh difu chi mot) 

1.1n cfau tien 	 Hien tai 
Cau 1) 	 (Cau 2) 

q ThOng tin dui chting(chon 1) 
Tivi, bang quang cao, dp phich 
dui, bdo chi 

Cdc thit khdc (chi r6) 

q 

Wnh Vin Shriners 
Cho tre em 
MnA 	 arm 11116 CPT 	 flit S$iQ 
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Patient Name: 	 Date Form Completed: 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES: 	 Has your child ever had any of the following: 

Please indicate date of illness if applicable 

Date of Illness/ 	 Date of Illness/ 
Patient Age 	 Patient Aqe 

Rubella (German Measles) 	 Hepatitis 
Chicken Pox 	 Mumps 
Measles (Regular) 	 Whooping Cough 
Polio 	 Diptheria 
Tuberculosis 	 Scarlet Fever 
Was illness verified by a physician? 	 Other 
Indicate Treatment: 

VACCINATIONS AND IMMUNIZATIONS: 
Give date of last immunization except as noted: 

Result and/ 
1st 	 2nd 	 3rd 	 4th 	 5th 	 or Reaction 

DPT 

Polio-Oral (OPV) 

MMR 

Hepatitis B (HBV) 

Hemophillus Influenza (HIB) 

Tetanus 	 TB Test/ Result: 	 Date Last Test: 

Other 

ALLERGIES AND DRUG SENSITIVITIES: 

Is there any history of drug sensitivity? 	 q 	 No 	 q 	 Yes 	 If yes, specify drug: 

Describe symptons experienced: 

Is there any history of latex sensitivity: 	 q 	 No 	 1:1 	 Yes 	 If yes, specify describe: 

Is there any history of food or other allergies? 	 q 	 No 	 q 	 Yes 	 If yes, please describe: 

We, the parents/legal guardians, hereby (authorize / not authorize) the Shriners Hospitals for Children, Medical Staff, 
(circle one) 

to give any immunizations (including Polio Vaccine) which they may deem advisable. 

Parents or Legal Guardian 

Witness 	 Date 
Signature 

Shriners Hospitals 
 for children  CONTAGIOUS DISEASE 

Form 1019 Rev. 2/97 	 AND IMMUNIZATION REPORT 

• 
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Hg ten benh nhan: 	  

CAC 131;NH TRUYPIki MOM: 
Lam cfn cho Wet ngay benh (neu c6 the) 

NO),  benh / 
Tudi dia benh nhan 

Benh sili db 
Benh thily d4u 
Benh sai 
Benh bai list • 
Benh lao phei 
Benh c6 dugc kiem tra boi bac si? 
Neu ro sir chda 	  

SUTIFM CH1)NG va CHICH NGUA MIEN DICH 
Ghi ngay cua ran chIch ngt/a cu6i tang (trir khi dugc chi ro) 

	

Lin 1 	 	 MI 2 	 Lean 3  

Ngay horn thanh don: 	  

Con ban c6 bag gilt bi flitting benh sau Icheong? 

Ngay berth / 
Tudi cua berth nhan 

Benh view gan 
13enh quaff bi 
Ho ga 
Benh bach hAts 
Berth tinh lieng nhiet 
Cac benh 

LAn 4 	 LAn 5  Ket 	 / Su phan  
DPT 
Polio-Oral (OPV) 
MMR 
Viem gan B 
Benh cum 
Berth u6n van 	 la dm tra TB/ Icet qua .    Ngay ki6m tri fan cudi: 

Cac benh khac 

CAC DI fiNG VE THUOC: 
to tang bi di dng ve thu6c chua? 	 q KhOng q Co 	 Neu c6, chi ro 100 thu6c: 	  

to cac trieu chting da trai qua: 	  

tOng bi ling nhua, 	 (cao su) ? q KhOng q C,6 	 Neu co, lam an mO ta: 	  

a timg bi di (frig ve thdc an hay the di tmg khac? q tatting q Co Neu co, lam on mO tit: 	  

Ming lei, cha meinguqi da dhu hop phip, (cho phep / Ichong cho phep) benh vi9n Shriners Hospitals for Children, nhan 
(khoanh trent met trong hai) 

itn y td, chich bgt chi loai thudc chimg ngira nao (bao germ vic-xin chimg bai licit) ma ho thgy can thiet. 

Cha me hay ngtrai dct dau hop pilaf* 	  

an chdng 	  
(cha 

Ngay 	  

Shriners Hospitals 	  
for Children 	 BENH TRUYtN NHIEM 

1019 Rev. 2/97 va BAO CAO NGIA MIEN DICH 
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If a child gets accepted for treatment at Shriners Hospitals, the 

parents/guardians of the child must sign a form stating that all medical 

information about their child is accurate. The parents/guardians must also 

agree to authorize Shriners Hospitals the use of transfusion of blood for the 

child if deemed necessary. Also, they must allow Shriners Hospitals to take 

photographs, televisions, or motion pictures of the child for illustrative 

purposes in lectures and medical publications. 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE 

Name of Child: 

If accepted, the parents/legal guardians agree: 

a) the undersigned certifies that the information supplied to Shriners Hospitals for Children is true and 
complete to the best of my/our knowledge. By signing below, I/we certify that I am/we are the natural or 
adoptive parents, or legal guardian of the child named above, and that I am/we are legally authorized to 
consent to medical care of the child. I/we agree to notify the hospital if there is any future change in this 
relationship. 

b) that I/we authorize such hospital care encompassing laboratory, diagnostic, and medical treatment including 
outpatient care as the Chief of Staff or his assistants or designees shall, in their judgment, deem necessary. 

c) that I/we may be asked to consent to the use of transfusion of blood and blood products for my child if 
deemed necessary. I/we have the right to withhold this consent. If I/we withhold consent, I/we agree that my 
child's physician in his or her sole discretion, having deemed the use of transfusion of blood and blood 
products necessary, may discharge my child from the hospital so that I/we can make arrangements for 
treatment at another hospital of my/our choice. 

Signed: 	 father 	 Date: 	  

Signed: 	 mother 	 Date: 	  

Signed: 	 legal 	 Date: 	  
guardian 

	 relationship to child 

Witnessed By: 	 Date; 	  

Spanish version on other side 

Shriners Hospitals  
for children 
Form 1034 Rev. 10/98 
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DIEU ME N CHO VIE C CHAP THU:A N 

Ten cita tre em: 

N6u dirge chap nhart, Cha meingtr6i bao try &Ong 9: 

a) NguYi 14 ten du6i day xac nhart rang cac th6ng tin cung cap cho Benh Vien Shriners Cho Tre Em la day dii va 
thing sir that. Bang viec ky du6i day t6i/chting tOi xac nhan rang, t6i/ cluing tOi la phu huynh hay ngtreri d6 dau 
cua chau be n6i tren, va t6i/ cluing t6i (kw quyen cung cap thOng tin ye chau be cho trung tam y t6. T6i/ 
cluing t6i Ang y thong bao cho benh vin n6u c6 bat mu su that' d6i v6 quang h@ cila cluing t6i trong Wong lai. 

b) Toil cluing t6i chinh flute Ang y cho sir chin doan, dieu tri cila benh vien bao gem dieu throng tai nha tuan 
theo quy6t dinh cua 13enh Vien Twang, ngutn du6i quyen cua Ong to hay ngutN c6 nhiem vu n6u can thin. 

) T6i/ chting tOi c6 thd dtryc yen cau Ang 9 ye sty truyen mau cho con caa chang tOi n6u can thiel. T6i/ chting 
tOi c6 quyen nit lai sir thea thuan nay. N6u tOi/ cluing t6i nit lai quy6t dinh, t6i/ cluing tOi chap nhan sir truyen 
mau va loai mau can truyen theo 13ac Si dm con cluing tut do quy6t dinh, va co thd phuc quyen con cita tOi tir 
benh vien, vi th6 tOi/ chting tOi cOthd lam Wiling sty clan x6p cho sty dieu tri tai mot benh vinn khac theo chon 
lira caa t6i/ chting tOi. 

K9 ten: 	 Cha 	 Ngay: 

K9 ten: 	 Me 	 Ngay: 

K9 ten: 	 NguYi 	 Ngay: 	  
bao try 

	  quang he Yeti dita be 

Ngtrok lam cluing: 	 Ngay: 	  

Bnh Vin Shriners 
 Cho Tre Em 

mau don 1036 SPI Di4. 5/99 
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CONSENT TO MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

In connection with the medical services which 	 , my child 

or ward, is receiving at the 	 Hospital of the Shriners 

Hospitals for Children, I hereby consent that photographs, slides, television, or motion pictures 

may be taken of my child or ward or parts of his/her body by members of the staff and 

appropriate personnel of the hospital for the following uses and subject to the following conditions: 

(1) That medical photographs may be part of my child or ward's hospital 
record or used for illustrative purposes in lectures and medical 
publications, being published and republished in any manner which the 
hospital or medical staff shall deem proper; 

(2) Tha4every effort will be made to prevent personal identification, if any 
portion of the patient's face is the subject or if regions of the patient's 
body ordinarily covered by clothing are to be subject of the photograph. 

I expect no compensation or other remuneration. This consent as to any use of said photographs, 
slides, television, videotape or motion pictures shall ct to expressly release from liability the 
photographer, the attending physician, the hospital and all its personnel, Shriners Hospitals for 
Children and affiliated corporations, Imperial Council, A. .0.N.M.S., Shrine Temples, their officers 
and members. 

Signature of Parent of Legal Guardian 	 Date 

Signature of Patient, if applicable 

Witness Signature 

(signature of both parents should be obtained where possible and signature of patient should be requested if 15 year of age or older) 

Spanish version on back 

Shriners Hospitals 
for children  CONSENT TO 
Form 1035 Rev. 6/99 	 MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
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THOA THU4N VE H1NH ANH TRONG Y HQC 

Trong m6i quan he vdi cdc dich vu y to ma 	 , con toi, hay dtta tre dirge toi bao trd, 
dang dttdc nhan dieu tri 8 b'enh vien 	 caa h th6ng Benh vien Shriners cho Tre 
em, toi denty rang nhdng nhan vien c6 chile nang cia benh vien c6 the chup anh, sti• dung phim dining bin, truyen hInh, 
hay phim anh tren nh/ng be phan cua cd the con tel., hay da'a tre dude toi dd dau, cho nhang muc dich va tuan theo cac 
dieu kien sau: 

1) Nhang ta'm hinh do c6 the la mot phan trong ho sd benh an c6a con VOL hay dita tre dttdc toi 
db dan, hay dttdc clang cho roue dich mink hoa trong nheng bai giang, nheng Ong b6 ye y 
hoc, hay Ong b6 va tai tong b6 trong bat ctl hInh thitc nao benh vien hoac nhan vien benh 
vien cho rang la pha hdp. 

2) Moi c6 gIng se du'dc lam de ngan nea slt nhan dang ca nhan, neen ba't phan nao ten 
khuon mat benh nhan la chti a dm tam anh, ho4c n6u 'then yang tree co the benh nhan 
thtfang du'dc the day bai quan io la nhulig de tai caa tam anh. 

Toi khong yen eau bOi throng va nheng sit den dip khac. Sit th6a thuan nay ye JAI cit hinh daft sa dung da ndi 0 tren 
ve nhO'ng hInh anh, phim dtrdng ban, truyen hinh, bang vedio,hay phim anh nen thurc hien nham de khei rang buec trach 
nhiem phip ly cua nhan vien chup hInh, bac si cham s6c benh, benh vien va fit ca nhin vien Benh vien Shriners, nh3ng 
cd quan c6 lien quan, Imperial Council, A.A.O.N.M.S., Shrine Temples, ban dieu hanh va nhan vien cua h9. 

Chit ky ctia Cha, Mc hay Nget)i bao trd hdp phap 	 Ngay 

Chit ky benh nhan (n'eu c6 the throe) 

Chit ky noel lam cheng 

(cd cha vi me nen ky ten vio 08 No c6 the dude vi benh than &Mc yeu clu ky ten nen dt(dc 15 tuai trO Ian) 

Shriners Hospitals 	  
for children 
Don 1035 Rev. 6/99 
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In order for the child's application to be processed, the parents also 

need to supply a list of relatives and friends who are allowed to contact or 

visit the child when the child is in America. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

To the Parents of an Applicant for Shriners Hospital 

NAME: 

CHILD: CASE# .     

In order for us to properly process your child's application 
for the - Shriners Hospital, and to complete our agreement to 
act on the child's behalf as SPONSOR/GUARDIAN, it is important 
that you furnish us with the NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
of ALL your RELATIVES and/or FRIENDS in the U.S. whom we may 
have to call upon in case of an emergency. 

Also, we need this information to properly identify those people 
who come forward while the child is here and who state that 
they are a "relative" or a "friend". ONLY those people whom 
YOU identify will be permitted to have contact with your child, 
other than the - donOrs who help me to bring your child here. 
We do not like 'to have "surprise""relatives" or "friends" drop 
in on these children to act as host family, or to go on a visit. 

Please PRINT CLEARLY all the necessary information and forward 
it to this address as soon as possible, that we may proceed 
with 	 submitting 	 your 	 application 	 to 	 the 	 hospital. 

cerely, 

J seph A. Bodanza, Director 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

Gcti phu huynh cua cdc chin xin chum bdnh tai Binh Vidn Shriners 

HO VA TEN: 	  
THE EM: 	 Só 	  

Dd cluing t6i c6 thd tin hanh giii quydt dun xin chum tri tai 13dnh Vin Shriners dm con 
ban va cang cid lam day di str th6a thuan cua chung to v@ vidc bao trot cho con ban, ban 
can phai cung cap cho cluing tOi HO TEN, DIA CHI, VA SO DIE N THOA I dm TAT CA 
THAN NHAN VA BAN BE cila ban My d@ chdng tai c6 thd lien lac trong trtrong hqp 
khdn cap. 

Deng HIM chiing tOi cAn cdc thong tin nay a nhan dang nhang ngtred ghe tham va bac* 
rang h6 la "than 4114in" bay "ban be" khi con ban a day. CHI nhang ngutd ban nett ra mai 
duqc phep tip Kuc val„tion ban, ngoai trir nhitng ngtroi quyen gep gidp tOi mang con ban 
ddn day. Cluing tai Mang mu6n c6 "nhimg than nhan hay ban be dOt xuat" ghe tham con 
ban vOi to cach cbit Oa hay dan no di chqi. 

Urn cm VIET RO RANG tat ca cdc thOng tiuLcAtt thidt va chuydn no ddn dia chi nay cang 
gift cang tat dixreit chung i0o6 thd gai dun xin chila tri cita con ban ddn bdnh vidn. 

Than Ai, 

Ngtrtri diet' hanh: Joseph A Bodanza 
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When Joseph Bodanza receives applications from applicants, he will 

send a letter to notify parents that he has received the necessary medical 

information for the Shriners Hospitals. Here is the letter along with its 

translation to Vietnamese. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

171 JOHNSON ST. #212 	 Tel: 978-534-8818 
LEOMINSTER. MA  01453 	 Fax: 978-534-8828 

DATE 

PARENTS 

CHILD 

This is to inform you that I have received your application 

and all other information for the SHRINERS HOSPITAL. 

I shall process your application as soon as possible, and present 

it with my covering letter to the Chief of Staff of the hospital. 

I shall let you know of any decision from the hospital as soon 

they notify me. 

Please try to understand that the volume of letters and 

applications which come to my desk is very much, and it may 

take some time before I can get to them all. Meanwhile, I am 

doing all I can to at least let you know that I have received 

your application package. From time to time, you may want to 

contact me to see what has been done with your papers. Please 

be patient, but I do encourage you to keep asking about them. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph A. Bodanza, for the Handicapped Children of Viet Nam 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-6301 910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

Ngay/Thing/Nam 	  

HQ va Ten Cha, Me 	  

H9 Va Ten Benh Nhan 	  

Ted bao cho qui vj biet rang tai da nhan duct don xin dieu trj va tat ca nhang tin 

tut can thiet khac cho benh vien SHRINERS. 

Tai se-  de trinh ddn ciia qui vi, kern theo mOt la thu' ca'a tai den Ong benh vien 

trueng mOt cach so'm nhat. 

TOi se bao cho qui vj biet st stquyet djnh cua benh vien ngay khi h9 tra lai t6i. 

Xin hieu rang, co rat nhieu dcrn tit den yeti toi, va tOi can thai gian de duyet het tit 

ca. T6i bao tin cho qui vi biet rang toi nhan &A/c tit ca gray tar can thret cf.ia qui vi. 

Bay gia tar di, qui vi co the lien lac vol toi de biet tinh tang giay tar cua qui vi nhu' 

the nao. Xin kien nhir.  char dcii, nhuIig tai cling khuyen Ithich qui vi hay ti6p tyc hai 

tOi, lien Lac va tOi ve gray tar cua qui vi nhu' the Mo. 

Than chao 

Joseph A. Bodanza, for the Handicapped Children of Viet Nam 
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After Joseph Bodanza receives applications from handicapped 

children, he will send these applications to Shriners Hospitals and submit 

them to the Chief of Staff for review. Here is the letter along with its 

translation to Vietnamese. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

Date 	 Case # 

D. M. DRVARIC, M.D. Chief of Staff 

Springfield Shriners Hospital 
516 Carew Street 
Springfield, Ma. 	 01104   

RE: NAME  D.O.B. 

Dear Doctor Drvaric: 

The parents of this young 	  heard of Shriners Hospital 
and the successful medical treatment of the now very famous 
PHUC THAN}! NGUYEN. They have put together the information of 
their child, and ask that I submit it to you for your 
consideration. I am more than pleased and honored to do this 
for them, especially for their   who's enclosed 
photos show such a medical problem. It is good that they are 
seeking medical help while their child is still very young, 
in spite of their destitute living conditions. They are very 
encouraged by my helping them with this process. 

With the several cases I have submitted, my first step is to 
seek Shriners Hospital medical approval for evaluation, then 
coordinate the arrival schedule of each child and parent to 
coincide with the availablitity of space and surgical 
appointments. I am always in contact with the Appointment 
Staff who have given me suggestions to prioritize each child's 
arrival according to various criteria. 

As with the others who are coming from the same area, I shall 
be their sponsor and guardian and tend to their transportation 
and other needs prior to and after their in-patient duration. 
As with the other parents, I am in contact with them by phone, 
fax and express mail. These parents wish they could thank you 
and your staff personally, and they pray that this may be the 
answer to their prayers for their precious little child. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information about 
this . Meanwhile, let me express my own gratitude again 
(I'll never stop!) for all that you are doing for my little 
boy (PHUC) and the miraculous correction of his spine! Bless 
Shriners! 

Forever Grateful, 

Joseph A. Bodanza, for these grateful Parents and their Child. 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

NGAY 	  51 "1 ' 	  
D. M. DRVARIC, M.D. Chief of Staff 
Springfield Shriners Hospital 
516 Carew Street 
Springfield, MA 01104 

TEN 	 NGAY SINH 	  

Kinh g&i bac Si Drvaric: 

Than sinh cua em nho 	 da nghe qua 0 benh vien 
Shriners va sty china tri thanh cOng n6i tieng cho.tnrOng hap cua em Nguy6n Thanh Phtic. 
Ho da tap hop cac thOng tin 0 con caa ho va yeu eau tai chuydnnhang thong tin nay 
cho Ong a Ong xem xet. TOi rat sung strang va vinh du khi lam viec nay cho ho, dac 
biet la chau 	 ma hinh anh duo kern theo day. Ho dang tun kiem 
sir troy gift') v@ y to trong khi con ho con nhO bit kd dieu kien sting kh6 khan. Ho fit phin 
khOfi va dtrac khich le khi tOi gitlp ho lam dieu nay. 

Von vai tnrong hop ma tOi da gCri, btroc dau tien cua tOi la ch6 doi sty chip thuan cua 
berth vien Shriners, sau do ph6i hop Lich trinh den cita mr3i em vai cha / me sao cho 
trang hop vOi s6 ca va thOi didm phiu thuat co thd. TOi luOn luOn lien lac vOi nhan vien 
lam hen va ngtroi nay da d@ nghi tOi uu tien cho nhimg em tai day tay theo nhieu tieu 
chudn khac nhau. 

VOi nhang em den tir cling khu vdc, tOi se la ngtr6i bao lanh va co trach nhiem 0 van 
de di chuydn va nhimg thd can thiet khac tnrac khi va trong qua trinh tri benh. D6i vOi 
cha me nhimg em nay, tOi lien lac yeti ha bang then thoai, fax, va thu tin. Cac bac phu 
huynh nay mong vac rang ho co thd cam on Ong va nhan vien cita Ong va ho eau nguyen 
rang Ong se gitip cho nhimg dtra con yea quy cila ha. 

Lam on cho tOi biet neu Ong can them thOng tin 0 em 	 . D'Ong 
thin tOi vO cling bi6t an cho nhemg gl Ong da lam cho dila con trai nhO be cita tOi (Phtic) 
va ve sir china tri tuyet van cho cot song cita no. au nguyn cho Shriners. 

VO cling cam kich, 

Joseph A Bodanza 
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Once the application is accepted by Shriners Hospitals, Joseph 

Bodanza will inform the parents of the applicant that their child has been 

approved for medical evaluation. The child then has to wait until a date is 

set for his/her medical evaluation. After that he/she needs to apply for a 

passport to come to America. 

C  ID MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 

C;(11c- Inel, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

DATE  
NAME OF PARENT 	  

NAME OF CHILD 	  

APPLICATION 11   	 CASE N .  

I am very happy to send you this letter from SHRINERS HOSPITAL. 
in Springfield. IC indicates that 'yOue application has been 
accepted and approved for medidal evaluation. This is only 
an evaluation of your medical condition, not a guarantee that 
your will be accepted as an in-patient. This is a good first . 

 step for you Now you must wait 'a little until the hospital 
sets a date for yoUr evaluation. Then, you will have to apply 
for a passport to come here, and. I will assisE you with, getting 
an airplane flight and a place to live before your apppointment; 
then I shall have to take you to various health clinics to get 
all your immunization shots. -  All this takes much time, work 
and' money; I do this for you and for Viet NaMi 	 Now please 
keep in close contact with 	 please verify for me the BEST 
telephone number, fax number and. YOUR EXACT ADDRESS, CLEARLY. 
I congratulate you on this BIG CHANCE of your life! YOUR DREAM 
HAS COME TRUE AT LAST! From now on, yOu life will never be the 
same, 	 it will be •healthier,. happier and hopefully longer! 
I will help you .along the way; you are very precious to me, 
and may all your days in the ,future be happy, happy ones! Pray 
that I can do the same .for other children who need urgent medical 
care. Also, please remember that your visit here is only for 
your medical treatment, and that you will return to Viet Nam 
once the hospital has released you from further medical attention 
At the Shriners Hospital. This is very important that you 
understand and agree to this arrangement. I want you to continue 
with your education and become a prodUctive citizen in Viet 
Nam when you return. Good luck! 

• 
It is your responsibility to understand and speak enough English 
to communicate with me, the staff at the hospital, and to answer 
many ynestions about your health, food and directions fox therapy 
that will be given to you at the hospital; you must be able 
to coMunleate with your tempOrary host family, keep' up your 
studies here in school while waiting to go to the hospital, 
and be able to let Us know what you need for clothing, the kind 
of food you  eat, and every-day life situations. Bring your school 
record with you in Vietnamese_ and in English. ONLY AFTER 
AM SURE THAT YOU CAN UNDERSTAND AND SPEAK ENOUGH ENGLISH WILL 
I ARRANGE. FOR YOU TO COME HERE. You .must ,be willing to follow 
our direction's to eat well so that you will be ready for any 
surgery required of you. The hOspital will not attempt any 
surgery on underweight or extremely weak children. You MUST 
write a letter home to parents EVERY wEER4,  every Monday all 
children will give me their letters to mail, WITHOUT FAIL. Your 
life here will be a ..good one, but with more structure so that 
you will learn to develop a good life-style. Medical therapy 
and continuing your schooling. will. be  your main focus. When 
you_ re turn t V, et Nsua , you ,a4.  and better, person 
for your country. 

S neerely, 

-0 ttim764-. a . 4:-4tor--tot%m., 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

NGAY 	  

TEN CHA/ ME 	  
TEN TRE EM 	  
DON # 	 SIT 	  	  

Tai rat vui mirng khi geri cho chau la thu nay tir benh vien Shriners & Springfield. Don 

xin caa chau da &roc chap thuan a thdm dinh tinh trang y te. Day chi la su thdm dinh ve 
tlnh trang stic khoe va benh tat cita chau, no khOng có nghia la chau da dtrac chap thuan 
dd dieu tri nhu mat benh nhan Day la mat sr khOi cfau tat dep. Bay gi6 chau phai dm mat 
khoang thai gian ngan cho den khi benh vien chon ngay thdm dinh chau. Sau do chau 
phai xin ha chieu a qua day va tai se gitip chat' dm mat chuyen . bay va mat cho a tru6c 
ngity chau ducrc thdm dinh. Sau do tOi se dim chau den cdc tram y tea chich ngira mi6n 
dich. Tat ca nhang dieu nay can thdi gian, cOng sac va tien bac. TOi lam dieu nay cho 
chau va cho dat nuac Viet Nam. Bay gi6 chin lam an lien lac thuong xuyen vOi tOi. Um 
on cung cap cho tOi s6 DIE N THOA I, so fax va DIA CHI THA T caa chau mat cach 1 .6 
rang. 

TOi chtic mimg cho chau ve su DOI DOI caa chau. Gigc ma caa chau DA THANH 
SLT THAT. Ke tit day, cuac did caa chinn se khOng con giang nhu tnrac. Chau se manh 
khoe horn, hanh phtic ham, va by vong rang se sang lau hon. TOi se gitip chau vi tOi rat 
thuang chau. Hay eau nguyen cho tai trong viec gitip din cho nhang chau khac voi hoan 
canh gifing chdu. Chau phai nM rang chau den My chi a china tri benh tat, va chau se tr& 
Lai Viet Nam mat khi benh caa chau da (bloc dieu tri. Day la dieu rat quan trong chau phai 
hidu va phai titan theo. TOi mong muan chau tiap tuc viec hoc va tr& thanh mat cOng dan 
nang clang khi chau tr& lai 'Viet Nam. Chic may man. 

Chau co nhiem vu hoc Anh ngA de chau co the hieu va not chuyen voi tai, voi nhan 
vien benh vien , va tra lcli cdc can hot v@ sitc kh6e, thdc an, va phucrng huOng den tri (se 
dtrac dua cho chau tai benh vien). Chau phai co kha nang tip Vic voi gia dinh chit nha, 
theo kip viec hoc tai trtging trong khi cud doi dieu tri & benh vien, va phai có kha nang 

nOi cho chting tai biet chau can do gala gl, loai thirc an nao chin thich va nhang thfr khdc 
trong ddi sang hang ngay. Hay nhO mang theo hoc ba & Viet Nam cita chdu (ban ti6ni 

Vi4t + ban dich tieng Anh)_ CHI Fall NAO TOI CHAC CHAN RANG CHAU CO THE 
NGHE VA NOI DO-  VON LING TIENG ANH TOI MOI SAP XP CHO CHAU DEN 
MI. Chau phai man theo chi din dm ching tOi ve an uang a ma chat' co thd san sang 
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cho bat circa phAu thuat nao. -Benh vin  viense khOng tiO'n hanh bat ctir ca mo nao cho nhirn& 
tre em suy dinh dadng hay qua. Om Yen. Chau PHAI VIET THLTve cho cha me chtiu MOI 
TUAN. MOi thir hai ca cac chtiu se dua cdc to thtr d6 cho tot dd khOng dtrac tre 
nai. Doi song cua clidu 6 day se tot, va chau se phai hoc de hinh thanh mOt loi song tot. 
Str chfra tri va viec hoc i trur6ng se 1a trong tam cua chdu. Kai chau tru lai. Viet Nam, chau 
se khoe mph han va se la mot ngtroi co ich ban cho dal ntrac cua chau. 

Than di, 

Joseph A Bodanza 
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Once the application is accepted by Shriners Hospitals, Joseph 

Bodanza will inform the parents of the applicants about the decision of the 

Chief of Staff and request a copy of the child's passport so that he can 

arrange for a U.S. visa. Here is the form Joseph Bodanza uses to inform the 

parents along with its translation to Vietnamese. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

DATE 	  

NAME OF CHILD 	  

NAME OF PARENTS 	  

SHRINER APPLICATION NUMBER     

CASE#        

We are ready to bring your child to America for medical 

treatment. 

We have set a date in 	 for departure from Viet Nam. 

We now need to know if your child has a valid passport, in order 

for us to arrange for a U.S. visa. 

Please let me know at once if your child has a passport, or 

how soon can he/she obtain one. 

If your child already has a passport, please FAX to me a copy 

of the passport if you have not already done so. 

It is important for you to know that your child may be in 

America for some months, depending upon the need for medical 

treatment, and will then RETURN TO VIET NAM. ALL CHILDREN WHOM 

I SPONSOR WILL RETURN TO VIET NAM WHEN THEIR THERAPY IS COMPLETE. 

Your child will come here for MEDICAL TREATMENT, after which 

he/she will return home to the parents, in a healthier, stronger 

and happier,condition than when they left home. 

We wish all the children a very pleasant journey! 

Please give me the BEST TELEPHONE AND FAX NUMBER TO CONTACT 

YOU. 

SINCERELY, 

-0-1-e-10-1-L- a- 
Joseph A. Bodanza, YOUR SPONSOR/GUARDIAN 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

Ngay/Thang/Nam 	  
HQ va Ten berth nhan 	 No 	  
HQ va Ten cha me 	  
Ddn s6 	  

Chung toi da sari sang dua con cua qui vj sang M9 de chita benh. 

Ngay thing r&l Viet Nam dm con qui vj chung toi da chon xong. Bay gia chung toi 

can biet con do qui vi TA CO h0 chi& xuat nhAp car' hqp phap chtfa, de chung toi 

CO the sap xep con qui vi se lay ciltqc giay thj thtfc nh4p canh cua M9. Xin vui long 

thOng bao cho chUng tai Wet, neu con qui vj da nh4n duqc h0 chieu, hay la khi 

nao mai nhAn du'qc. Neu h6 chieu da san sang, xin vui long FAX den cho chting toi 

mOt ban. 

Day la van de rat quan tong cho qui vj, de qui vj biet rang, con cua qui vj co the a 
M9 du'qc bao lau la tt.ly thuOc vao tinh tr4ng benh cua con qui vj, va khi nao thi tra 

I4i Viet Nam. TAt ca nhang tre em ma chting toi bao trq se phai tra 141 Viet Nam khi 

sy. dieu trj da hoan tat. Con cua qui vj se den day de chug birth va sau dO se ve v61 

qUi vj 	 mOt sift }<hoe kha quan hdn, m4nh khoe hdn va vui ye hdn so val luc cAc 

chau re4 que nha. Chitc con do qui vi thuvng l0 binh an. Xin vui long cho chting toi 

biet so dien thou va s6 FAX de chung to! cO the Hen l4c dutic v6I qui vj. 

Than chao 

Josegh A. Bodanza, YOUR SPONSOR/GUARDIAN 
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Here are some of the basic questions relating to health care for Joseph 

Bodanza to ask patients. Patients also need to learn common phrases in 

everyday life so that they can express what they want, what they feel, etc. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help . 

171 JOHNSON ST. #212 	 Tel: 978-534-8818 
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453 	 Fcix: 978-534-8828 

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Have you ever had CHICKEN PDX disease? 

2. •Can you walk alone with no help? 

3. Do you need crutches to walk, or a wheelchair? 

4. Did you ever have surgery? 

5. Were you born after a full-term pregnancy? 

6. Did you have a natural (vaginal) birth? 

7, Any problems at birth or afterwards? 

8. Are you allergic to any medicines? 

9. Do you take any medicines now? 

10. Do you .go to school now? 

11. If yes, What grade are yoU in? 

12. If not in school now, what was your highest grade? When? 

13. Do you have brotpers and sister? How many? 

14. bo you have any other medical problems? 

15. Is anybody in your family ill? or have polio? 

16. If you had polio, at what age were you? 
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CHILI) MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

171 JOHNSON ST. #212 	 Tel: 978-534-8818 
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453 	 Fax: 978-534-8828 

I ..)in cm Ira I6i then nliiing can hoi sau: 

1. CO bao gib bi bCnh DA U MOA chtra? 

2. Ban co thd di b0 duvc khOng n6u khOng c6 ai gitip? 

3. Ban cO On dung nang hay la xe Ian khOng? 

4. Ban co bao 	 bi giai phtiu clura? 

5. Ban d5 duvc sinh dU tilling khOng? 

6. Ban co sinh k16? 

7. CO hi kW than hic sinh hay la sau 06 khOng? 

8. Ban co bi di ling vOi bat cti loci thu6c gi khOng? 

9. Ban dang Ong bat cu loci thu6c gi trong 'tic nay khOng? 

10. Ban co dang di hoc khOng? 

11. I•16u cO, dang hoc 16p may? 

12. Ne'u kitOng, dii hoc tle'n 16p may rbi nghi? Ltic flat)? 

13. Ban co mit chi em khOng? 13ao nhiCu ngtr6i? 

14. Ban c6 nhang bCnh (4t gl klific khOng? 

15. CO ai trong gia dlnh bi bCnh hay la s6t hal liCt? 

16. Ne-u ban hi s61 hai liet, van !tic may tthii? .    
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IMPORTANT PHRASES TO LEARN 
Nhftng cum tit quan Iron an hoc 

HOW DO YOU FEEL? 
Chau cam thgy th6 nao? 

DO YOU FEEL SICK? 
Chau có cam thgy dau (6m) khOng? 

DO YOU HAVE ANY PAIN? 
Chau co bj dau What chti nio khOng? 

WHERE DOES IT HURT? 
Bi dau or dau? 

DOES IT HURT WHEN I DO THIS? 
Chau co dau 	 t6i lam nhtr vay khOng? 

RAISE YOUR HAND. 
Girt tay 

RAISE YOUR FOOT. 
Gicr chan 1£n. 

CAN YOU WALK? 
Chau di bO co dirge khong? 

WALK OVER THERE. 
Di d6n do. 

ARE YOU THIRSTY? 
Chau co khat ntrerc khong? 

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DRINK? 
Chau mudn u6ng 

ARE YOU HUNGRY? 
Chau co dOi bung khong? 
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HOW OLD ARE YOU? 
Chau hao nhieu tuoii? 

ARE YOU COLD? 
Chau cc') lanh khOng? 

ARE YOU HOT? 
Chau c6 ming khOng? 

WHAT DO YOU NEED? 
Chau can gi? 

WHAT DO YOU WANT? 
Chau mu6n.gi? 

DO YOU WANT TO GO TO THE TOILET? 
Chau cO mu6n di vao nha v@ sinh khong? 

DO YOU NEED TO PEE? 
Chau c6 bubn tidu khong? 

DO YOU NEED TO SIT ON THE TOILET? 
Chau c6 bu6n di eau khOng? 

TAKE A DEEP BREATH. 
Hit tha that sau. 

PUSH AGAINST MY HAND. 
DIy vao tay tai. 

TRY AGAIN. 
Thin lai Pan ntia. 

WAKE UP. 
Thee dAy. 

DO YOU HEAR ME? 
Chau c6 nghe ted not khOng? 
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1. 'Whitt can we do for you? 
Chdng t6i c6 thi lam gi cho chint? 

2. How old are you now? 
Bay gist chau may tu6i? 

3. Do you feel any pain? / Does it hurt? 
Chat  co cam they bi dau nhdc khOng? 

4. Does it hurt when I do this? 
Chau c6 bi dau khi tOi lam nhir vay khong? 

5. When I touch you, do you feel anything_ ? 
Chau cam they gi khi tai cham vao chtiu? 

6. Have you ever had surgery before? 
Trtr6tc day chau cd khi nao bi m6 chtra? 

7. How old were you when you had surgery? 
Chau bac, nhieu tudi khi chau bi md? 

8. Does anybody else in your family have polio? 
Trong gia dInh chau c6 nguti nao khtic hi bai lift khOng? 

9. How old were you when you got polio? 
Chau bao nhieu tu6i khi chau bi bail*? 

10.Art you wearing shorts underneath? 
Chit' co mac quan dui khOng? 

11.I want to see you walk / Can you walk for me? 
Tot mit6n chau di b6. 

12.Can you walk over there? 
Chau c6 thd di d6n dang kia khOng? 

13.Turn around and walk back over here. 
Quay lai vi di day. 
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14. Look straight ahead. 
Nhin thong thing trtrO 

15. Open up your hand. 
Xoe tay ra. 

. 	 ' 
16. Push Your hand against Mine. 
Dung tay chau day vao tay teni. 

17. Backup. 
Lui 

23. Squeeze my finger. 
Bop chat ngon tay WA. 

24. Don't move/ Stay still 
Dimg cir dOng. 

25. Take a deep breath and hold. 
Hit that sau va nin tho. 

26. Lift up your foot. 
Gio chin 10n. 

27. Lie down. 
Nhm xu6ng. 

19, Lie down on your stomach. 
Nam xtp. 

20. Take a deep breath. 
lilt the/ that sau. 

21. Turn to the left. 
Quay qua trai. 

22. Turn to the right. 
Quay qua phai. 

2r2  
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28. Point to mewhere, 
Chi chi) tOi bi6t 4 dati. 

29. What do you need? 
Chau an gi? 

30. Flow do you feel? 
Chau cam thy th6 nao? 

31. Are you sick? 
Chau hi but a? 

32. Raise your and / Lift your arm.up 
Gia tay len. 

33. Can you walk? 
Chau e6 th•di bO khOng? 

34.Are you thirsty? 
(tau c6 khat na khrOilg? 

- 35. What would you like to-drink? 
Chau mu6n u6ng .gi? 

36.. Are you hungry? 
Chau co ch'ri bung khOner- 

37. Are you cold? 
Chau c6 hnh khOug? 

38. Do you' have to use the batlinxim? 
Chau cO c a itro khOng? 
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After patients have received medical treatment, they will return home. 

Since Shriners Hospitals can only serve a limited number of patients in a 

particular period of time, patients who have received necessary medical 

treatment need to leave America as soon as possible so that others can be 

served. The parents or guardians of these children will received a notice 

from Joseph Bodanza as in the following letter along with its translation. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION  
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

DEAR PARENTS OF 	  

I am very plaesed to let you know that your 	 has 

received the necessary medical treatment at Shriners Hospital 

for his/her illness. After The many hours of professional 

therapy, exercise and care, your child has finally completed 

the medical treatment as prescribed by the staff. It is not 

easy to correct in a few short weeks what a child has suffered 

over many years, but there has been tremendous progress. Your 

child is now healthier, stronger, has developed good eating 

habits, has learned much about personal hygiene, and in general 

seems very happy with the time spent here. 

Now it is near time to return home. I want to let you know 

that in the next few weeks your child will return home with 

some of the other children who have also finished their therapy. 

I know you will be happy to see your child soon again, but you 

must look for a taller, healthier, stronger and fatter person 

than when he/she left home. All for the better. 

As some children go home, others will come here to begin their 

medical therapy. It is important that children return home as 

soon as possible after medical discharge, so others can take 

advantage of Shriners Hospital. It is possible that some children 

may stay here for six months, one year, or even more, depending 

on how complex is their medical problem and necessary therapy. 

I want to say that I am more than pleased to have helped your 

child, to see the dramatic wonderful change and development 

in his/her life, and to see such a healthier child! Now it is 

important that they return home in time for the next school 

year, and go on with their life in Viet Nam. Some children are 

scheduled for further review in one year, while others are 

completely discharged. At any rate, each child has the option 

for further therapy until age 21 at the Shriners Hospital; I 

shall be glad to arrange future airfare for those children who 

must .return for a check-up. In the meantime, I wish all of 

you good health and new happiness at home when your child 

returns. It has been my honor to help you. 
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Gai Cha Me cita 	  

TOi that la sung strong boo tin cho ban biet, con cua ban 	 di duvc 

chip nhan cho sir dieu tri can thiet tai Benh Vien Shriners ye sty dau y6u cua chau. Sau 

nhieu tiling deng 	 nguai chuyen nghiep chtta benh, tap the duc, va sty chant s6c, con 

dm ban di co hoan thanh cho sir y thuat dieu tri voi sir quy6t dinh cua Benh Vien Twang. 

NO thi kheng a chinh lai trong vai tan le nhimg gl chia be cti chiu dau don trong 

nhieu nom qua, nhtmg o do di va clang co sir thanh ceng 16n cho str dieu tri. Hien tai con 

dm ban kit& hem, manh han, an ueng rat !disk, da hoc hai nhieu trong khofing ttr lo ye 

sinh cho ban than, va &Ong nlur rat vui vOl thai gian da a day. 

Hien tai la thai gian gan tray lai que nha, tei mu6n cho ban bi6t khoing vai Man mra 

con cua ban se tra lai que nha cimg Yeti vai dtta tre khfic di dircrc hoan tit trong viec dieu 

tri. Tel bi6t ban se ducrc vui strong khi thy con cua mInh tra lai slim, nhimg khi den chau 

ban phai nher thn ki6m met dtta be cao han, khOe hcrn, manh halt, map hon khi chau raj 

clue nha. Tit ca cho sir tat hon. 

Khi nhimg dtia tre nay tray lai nha, tilting d6a tre khac se d6n day de bit dau cho str tri 

benh cua chting. Viec cac chau slim Ira lai que nha sau khi dieu tri hoan tit thi rat quan 

trong va tien loci cho cac chau khfic trong viec dieu tri cua Benh Vien Shriners. Vai tre 

c6 the a day khoang 6 thong, met. nom hay lau bon phu thuec vao benh tat dm cac chau 

va qua trInh dieu tri cho cac chau. TOi nut& not ring chuyen nay tei thi vui long horn de 

gitip da con cua ban, do nhin thay sir bin d6i tat dep va chung trinh cho cues song cua 

con ban, va d nhln mOt dtta tre khoe hon. Hien tai la viec quan trong cho cac chau de trot 

lai qua nha cho kip kY hoc norm tai va yang yang di len cho cube sang cua ho tai Viet 

Nam. Vai dim tre di &Plc sap xep th6i gian cho sir xem set lai trong mOt nom trong khi 

cac chia tre khic thl di (flux (lieu tri thanh ceng. Tai bit cu hang nao di chang nfra, moi 

chia tre co mOt cach di& tri cho den 21 tudi tai Benh Vien Shriners; TOi se vui ye lo ling 

cho cac chau bong viec dieu tri trong Wong lai. Trong khi ay, tOi chic stc khoe tit ca 

cac ban va cac ban co ducfc nhimg Mem vui man tai que nha khi con cua cac ban troy lai. 

NO la long than thanh cua tei de gidp do ban. 
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The following notice explains Joseph Bodanza's approach and plan. 

Along with it is its translation to Vietnamese. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match The Child To The Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel. 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax. 978-630-1925 

There are twenty-two SHRINERS HOSPITALS in • America that provide 
quality orthopaedic and burn medical treatment to children under -
age 18 at NO CTERCE. All expenses in the hospital are paid for 
by private donations. For the past seventy-five years, these 
SHRINERS HOSPITALS have helped• thousands of children; first 
for children who reside in the U.S.; children from foreign 
countries are accepted on the basis of available space. Over 
the years, SHRINERS HOSPITALS have accepted a great number or 
foreign children, inasmuch  as polio in the U.S. is virtually 
non-existen• since the SALK' VACCINE has eliminated the dreaded 
disease here. However, polio is still a great problem in many 
areas of the world. So, many children from many foreign countries 
come to SHRINERS HOSPITALS when space is available, perhaps 
on a first-come-first-serve basis. 

In January of 1996, during my second visit to Viet Nam, I was 
introduced to a young handicapped boy age 14 who suffered polio 
as a child, and was severely deformed. When I returned home, 
I assisted. the boy's mother to submit an application for 
treatment at SHRINERS HOSPITAL; lie was accepted, but he hod 
no way to come here because of his poor, destitute family. I 
offered to provide him with round-trip transportation to the 
U.S. and be his Sponsor/Guardian while he undergoes his medical 
treatment. I personally returned him to his home in Viet Nam 
soon after his discharge from the hoSpital, as soon as he wa's 
strong enough to travel. 

Because of this one case of treatment, the parents of many 
handicapped children have asked me to please be the 
Sponsor/Guardian of their children for treatment at the SHRINERS 
HOSPITAL. 

NOW MY PLAN IS BASICALLY THE FOLLOWING: 

1) To assist the parents of handicapped children, under 
age 18, • to submit a correct applcation to the SHRINERS 
HOSPITAL with all the necessary documentation, and submit 
it to the CHIEF OF STAFF for review. 

2) If a parent or SPONSOR/GUARDIAN is not available IN VIET 
NAM to accompany the child to the hospital and ASSUME 
all the EXPENSE and LIABILITIES of TRAVEL, 	 HOME-STAY 
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and RETURN home to Viet Nam, and if I consider this 
case. acceptable to me, then I shall become the 
SPONSOR/GUARDIAN,  of the child, or attempt to procure 
a SPONSOR/GUARDIAN here whom the parents and hospital 
will- ;agree to. 

3) Once the application is accepted. by the SURINERS HOSPITAL, 
I shall inform the parents of the decision of the CHIEF' 
OF STAFF and 	 the BOARD OF GOVERNORS, and advise the 
parents of the child to apply for a passport, And procure 
a'U.S. visa in Ha Noi. 

4) Once the .date is set for MEDICAL EVALUATION at the 
Hospital,. then I shall 	 roceed to procure a ROUND-TRIP 
airfare for the c I d to come to the U.S. for the medical 
evaluation. 	 • 

5) To provide the 'child with a host-famil  for the 4,6 weeks  
prior to admission to the 	 ospi al to allow time f,pr 
immunization, medical/blood tests, X-Rays, etc. 

6) To provide the child with TRANSPORTATION  to and from the 
hospital on an out-patient basis as necessary, 

7) To FOLLOW-UP continuosly while the child is confined to 
the hospital, and to keep the parents informed regularly 
of the child's progress, problems, etc. 

8) As SPONSOOR/GUARDIAN, to provide the hospital with all 
the necessary signed documents of permission for surgery, 
etc. 

9) Once the child is discharged from the hospital, to 
follow-up with out-patient visits. as necessary, while 
the child recuperates at the host-family residence. 

10) To apply for a U.S. visa extension if necessary upon the 
advice of the Doctor. 

11) If possible, to allow the child to attend some type of 
formal education classes so that his/her education will 
not be interrupted while in the U.S. This is only 
short-term. 

12) Upon the Doctor's orders, to return the child back home  
TW—VITE—NEE—IWTEEER—Taillt escort. 

These twelve items are ONLY' THE MAIN POINTS, and by no means 
exclusive of other necessary items. The' well-being of the child 
is of top priority front the time the child loaves and returns 
home to Viet Nam. Every child will return home as soon as 
possible upon the release and decision of the Doctor. 

All expenses incurred will be paid by. me, if the family of 
the child is not able to afford any or all of the expense of 
the above items. All expenses used in this process are either 
paid for by me personally, or by private donations; no funds 
are used from any GOVERNMENT, FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL, MEAUS-
TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS. 

JOSEPH A. BODANZA, DIRECTOR 
CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTMN 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

CO vao khoang 22 Berth vien SHRINERS tren toan nu'dc M. Tit ca nhang 

berth vien nay deu cung cap chat lddng dieu tri ve ky thuat chinh Itinh va tri bang cho 

tre em dudi 18 tudi khong co le phi. Moi chi phi a benh vien dddc chi tra do stt quyen 

gop tr./ Ring hao tam. Ta' 75 nam qua, nht?ng berth vien nay da didu tri va cdu gitip cho 

khoang hang van tre em tren the gidi: Uu tien la nhffng dda tre cti trti tai My. Nhffng 

tre em den td nhffng ndesc khac dtidc chdp thuan la tay thudc vao berth vien co con chd 

trong hay khong. 

Nhieu nam qua, Benh vien SHRINERS da chdp thuan mast so lu'dng rat ion tre 

em d6n tff ntidc ngoai do benh bai liet. Benh nay khong ton tai a My vi da co 

VACCINE chUng ngda de loci ba can berth khUng klii6p nay: Tuy nhien bai liet van 

can la mast tra ngai rat kin cho nhidu quo'c gia ten the gidi. Bai vay da co rat thieu tre 

em tit nhieu ndi tren the gidi den berth vien nay adieu tri. 

Thang 1 nam 1996, trong chuy6n vieng tham VN ran tht? 2 toi da iddlc gidi thieu 

1 dda tre benh tat vao dd tudi 14. Chau da phai chiu bai lies tit he can thd du. Than 

hInh chau da-bi bie'n dang.IChi tai trai ve nha, toi da gitip me dia chau de truth ddn xin 

dieu tri len benh vien SHRINERS. Va sau do chau da ddlc chip thuan, nhu'ng chau 

khong the di di4u tri bai vi gia odinh chau qua ngheo. Tdi da dting ra bao lath, va cung 

cap moi chi phi cho chau sang benh vien de chylc dieu tri. Toi da dda chau trot 14.i Viet 

Nam vdi gia dInh sau khi chau xudt vien trong tinh trang Ric khOe tot hdn. 

Bai vi tru'erng hdp nay, co rat nhi'ju cha me cda nhlTng tre em benh tat khac da 

hai toi lam ngtkri bao trd cho con clia ho duck di dieu tri a Beth vien SHRINERS. 

Nhffng k6hoach cUa toi tren can ban dda theo: 
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1. Gitip dd cha me cila nheng tre em benh Cat tuOi dlidi 18 de trinh don xin 

didu tri len Benh vien SHRINERS, cling vdi nht?ng gidy td lien quan 

can thiet Ichac len Ong benh vien tru'ang de xem xet., 

2. Neu cha me hay nglidi dd du khong the di cling vdi cac chau, gia sit 

moi chi phi di 14i, ndi an ch6n 8 ,va tra 14i Viet Nam, neu thich hop toi 

se la ngu'di do du va lo moi chi phi cho cac chau, hoac toi có the tIm 

&II) 1 nvidi C13 du khac 8 day dtidi sty dOng y  cua cha me cac chau va 

benh vien. 

3. MOt khi ddn xin didu tri benh vien chdp than, toi se bao tin den cho cha 

me cila cac chau biet str guy& Binh cua benh vien tru'ang va ban giam 

clo'c benh vien. DOng thdi toi cling se hadng ddn cha me cila cac chau 

cach thdc lAm ddn xin h0 chieu cling nhti nhdng thti tuc can thiet a HA 

NOi. 

4. MOt khi ngay hen cho viec thdm dinh tinh tang sac Ichoe cf benh vien Cra 

dtroc chon, toi se den hanh cong viec du'a cac chau sang My de didu tri. 

5. Cung cap cho cac chdu 1 chi; a trong vOng 4 - 6 tuan trong thai gian du 

de dem ngu'a, this mau, chup quang tuyen tru'dc khi di vao sii didu tri 

chinh thdc. 

6. Cung cap cho cac chdu phtiOng tien can thiet di 14i trong qua trinh didu 

tri. 

7. Lion tuc theo do' i trong hic cac chau dang didu tri trong benh vien, va 

tinging xuyen bao tin cho cha me cac chau biet sty bien chuyen ye tInh 

trang benh tat cila cac chau nhti the nao. 

8. Ti! cach la mOt ngu'di dd du, toi se cung cap tat ca nligng didu can 

thiet cho benh vien nhti la 14 ten vao gidy cho phep giai phdu. 

9. MOt khi cac chau xudt vien, toi se tiep tuc theo doi tInh trang arc khoe, 

sinh hoat ctla cac chau dang (hieing binh tai 
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10.TOi se lam don xin gia han Visa, trong tradng hdp can thietdtia theo 

khuyen ctia bac si. 

11.Neu c6 the, toi se cho phep cac chau vao hoc chink thdc,,a cap Int(Ing 

dia platiOng de cac chau khoi bi gian doan vi'e'c hoc hanh trong Ichi didu 

tri a My. Day chi la thdi gian ngAn. 

12.Dga theo Ric phe chudn cua bac si, toi se gal cac chau trd lai Viet Nam 

c6 sit di kern cua ngteii ldn. 

Tren day la 12 dieu chinh, va ccing khong c6 nghla la loai tra' nhang din can thiet 

khac. Stk khoe cua cac chau la dieu tiu tien hang dau tit laic cac chau di va tr8 lai Viet 

Nam.Tal cac chau tra lai Vitt Nam mOt cach sdm nhal &la theo sit quyet dinh 

cua Bac Si. 

Toi se chi tra moi phi ton neu gia d'Inh ctia each chau khong kha nang chi tra nhang 

chi tieu ke ten. Tat ca nhang chi phi dOng trong qua trinh dieu tri cho cac chau la do 

tin rieng cua toi hoac la sit quyen gop ttl thong Vain lOng hao tam khic; tOi kheong sit 

dung tio'n cua chinh phti, cua lien bang, tieu bang, hay la nhffng ldi tirc cua dia phoing. 

JOSEPH A. BODANZA, DIRECTOR . 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
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On May 19, 1999 no more foreign applicants would be approved to 

come to the U.S. states for treatment since there was a large number of 

patients waiting for surgical dates and therapy. Here is the notice from 

Joseph Bodanza along with its translation to Vietnamese. 

CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
' 	 Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax: 978-630-1925 

t. 

MEMO TO ALL FOREIGN APPLICANTS TO SHRINERS HOSPITAL 
MAY 19, 1999 
Due to the large number of applicants waiting for surgical dates 
and therapy, the Chief of Staff informed me that as of this 
date all evaluation dates of foreign applicants will be postponed 
indefinitely. 
Therefore, as of this date NO MORE foreign applicants will be 
approved to come to the U.S. states until further notice. Child 
Medical Connection, Inc, will not approve any requests for a 
U.S. Visa until further notice. The heavy backlog of patients 
already waiting for surgery at the Springfield Shriners Hospital 
has caused a six-months wait for patients already approved. 
The retirement last December of the former Chief of Staff, 
Dr.John M. Roberts, has reduced the number of doctors who must 
now assume the heavy load of surgery already scheduled. Until 
a new replacement is hired, the Hospital cannot accept any more 
foreign patients. 
Therefore, all my applications are temporarily put on HOLD until 
further notice. Only the foreign patients who are already in 
the U.S. will be scheduled for therapy and surgery. All other 
approved applications and evaluation dates have been postponed. 
NO NEW applicants will be brought to the U.S.and NO NEW visas 
will be approved until this heavy backlog is cleared up. 
At this time, those applicants who already have visas, but are 
NOT in the U.S. will have to stay in their foreign country. 
Just as soon as this heavy backlog is cleared, then the Chief 
of Staff will inform me of his decision to resume treating 
foreign applicants. 
Please try to understand this situation, and bear with us until 
the present number of patients now waiting for surgery is cleared 
up, and until a new surgical staff member will be on duty. 
Meanwhile, this is a good time for ALL foreign patients to do 
the following WITHOUT FAIL: 

1) LEARN ENGLISH TO BE ABLE TO SPEAK HERE TO THE DOCTORS. 
2) SEND ME A DETAILED, COMPLETE MEDICAL HISTORY OF THE CHILD. 
3) SEND ME A COMPLETE IMMUNIZATION RECORD OF THE CHILD. 

We are requesting MORE DETAILED medical information on each 
child to more accurately evaluate the needs of each child BEFORE 
they come here from a foreign country. The medical certificate 
must be very SPECIFIC in the description of the medical problems, 
and give more detailed information. "POLIO" alone is not enough; 
"MYESTHENIA" is also not enough; can the child walk? does the 
child need a wheelchair to move around? what CAN the child do? 
What CANNOT the child do? We need more specific details if 
application is to be approved. Please cooperate in this matter. 

/g-,Dti,,t,ek.., 
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CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
Match the Child to the Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel: 978-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 ,Fax: 978-630-1925 

Than gai den rat ca benh nhan ntidc ngoai dang xin didu tri tai Benh vien Shriners. 

Ngay 19, Thang 5, nam 1999. 

Vdi so-  lltdng ldn cua nhi?ng ngdai chic doi cho ngay phau thuat, Benh Vien Twang da 

cho t6i bier ngay giai phau ctia tat ca benh nhan da bi dai lai ke7  tit day. 

VI the, ke tiY ngay nay se khong có benh nhan nudc ngoai dttdc vao My dechda benh, 

cho den khi có thong bdo mdi. Child Medical Connection Inc se khong nhan bat cii you 

cau nao cho U.S. Visa den khi có thong bdo mdi. So benh nhan da (bloc chap nhan va 

Bang ch6 ddi cho viec phau thuat tai benh vien Springfield Shriners da chiem het sdu 

thang thai gian. 

Vi sti v6 hdu ctia ong benh vien trtkIng , John M. Roberts, s6 hconng cua bac si da sap 

xep cho viec giai phau giam xu6ng. 

Khi chu'a có Benh Vien Twang mdi thay the, benh vien se khong nhan bat cd benh 

nhan nudc ngoai nao. 

Cho nen, tat ca nhUrtg ddn xin caa t6i se tam thai gid lai cho den khi c6 thong bao mdi. 

Chi có nhang benh nhan nttdc ngoai ma dang dinh cu' tai My, se duck sap xe'p cho ngay 

giii phau. Tdt ca cdc dun xin da bi ddi lai, se khong co don xin dttdc chap nhan cho den 

khi sir kh6 khan tren clitqc giai quyet. 

Hien tai nhtYng ngtreii da c6 Visa nhu'ng chtta den My, se a tam d lai que nha khi van dd 

tren dttdc giai quy6t. Benh Vien Tru'ang se cho toi biet guy& dinh ctia ong tave stt 

didu tri cho benh nhan nu'dc ngoai tra 

Lam cln hieu va thong cam cho chting t0i, cho den khi benh vien giai quy& het tat ca 

cdc benh nhan clang chc7 ctqi cho viec giai phau va den khi co mOt ngdai chiu trach 

nhiem cho viec phau thuat. 
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Trong ltic nay la thai gian tot cho-benh nhan.midc ngoai de lam nhC?ng viec ditdi day. 

1. Hoc tie-ng Anh de ca thd nai chuyen vdi bac si c day. 

2. Gdi cho toi day du cac gidytO ve benh tInh cua con em. 

3. Gait cho tai day du gip td dem ngt7a clia con em, clang tai clang thu thap tin 

tdc benh tInh ctla mOi dtta tre. 

De chudn bi cho ntOng cti6ti can thiei trudc 'chi chting de'n day ta' rutdc ngoai. 

Chting toi rat can chi tiet benh tmnh cita tre em nhu': tre em ca the di citIng? Tre em 

can xe Ian..? va chi:Mg toi can chi ti& tufting ta'n hon neeit cldn xin dtictc chdp 'than. 

Xin vui long WI) tac trong viec nay. 

Joseph A. Bodanza, Dir 

4 
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Joseph Bodanza spent his own money for the first case of Phuc Thanh 

Nguyen. The success in the free medical treatment for Phuc had widely 

known in Vietnam. More and more handicapped children have applied for 

treatment at Shriners Hospitals. Certainly Joseph Bodanza would not be 

able to take care of visas, airfares, and rent for these children without 

financial help. He has asked for donations from others to pay for these 

services. 

IP- 

While 'visiting schools in Vietnam three" years 
ago, Joe Bodanza. met Phuc Tharili Nguyen, a 

pblio victim about to drop out of school because 
of abject pcyverty-. Seeing the twisted body of this 
boy made Mr. Joe decide to get medical help here 
for Phuc. At his own expense, Mr. Joe sponsored 
Phuc to come here and get free help at Shriners 
Hospital. Word of this spread.  fast in Vietnam. 
Soon Joe sponsored four more kids, then seven 
more—until 19 kids came here. "Joe's Kids" are 
waiting to come here; waiting for Mr. Joe to pay 
for -visas and airfare. They need urgent medical 

help. The kids would like to walk, stand up . 
 straight, take away the pain from their young 

undernourished bodies 

Yo tit cart help! 

JOSEPH A. BODANZA 
31 ASHLEY DRIVE 

GARDNER, MA 01440 
TEL: 978-630-1910 
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ier 

each day 3 nam, trongkhi vi6ng tham cac trur6ng hoc 6. Viet Nam, Ong Joe Bodanza 

da gap Nguyen Thanh Phtic, mot nan nhan cua benh ba het dang sap sua bo 'hoc vi 

ngheo khO. Khi thgy than the bili6n éo cua eau be nay, Ong Joe da quy6t dish tim cac ca 
• 

quan y t6 6 MS,  de gitip cho Phtic. Ong Joe da to nainh be) tien tui. ra a bao lanh cho Rule 

d6n My dieu tri mien phi tai benh vien Shiners. Sr thanh cong trong tnr6ng hop cua 

Phtic dirge lan truyen nhanh chOng et Viet Nam. KhOng lau sau dO ong Joe da bao lank 

them 4 tre em nita, rei sau do them 7 chau nfra, cho d6n khi 19 chau nhO don 

"Nhang dita con cua Ong Joe" dang chi dcri de dean my, clang ch6 doi ong Joe lo dich 

vu visa va tra tien ye may bay. Cac chau can ducfc china tri khan cap. Cac chau mong 

muon minh cc!, khattang di bO, diing th4ng ngtroi., va thoat khOi six dau dOn tit nhang ca 

the thien phat trien. 

Qtri" VI CO THE GIUP DO! 

Joseph A Bodanza 
31 Ashley Drive 
Gardner, MA01440 
Tel: 978 - 630 - 1910 
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Analysis and Conclusions 

Vietnam nowadays has approximately 80 million people, thousands of 

whom are disabled children and young adults. In the past, Vietnam had 

suffered 30 years of war, making it one of the poorest countries in the world. 

Vietnam's technology and health care system are not up-to-date. As a 

consequence, thousands of kids and teenagers in Vietnam are living in 

miserable conditions now. They are polio victims and waiting for help. 

Most of these victims are living in the rural areas. On the average, the 

income earned by each person in Vietnam is about $20.00 per month. In the 

rural area, this rate is lower. That means people living in the countryside are 

in a very hard financial conditions. For those who are polio victims, having 

a chance to get treated in hospitals in Vietnam is almost impossible. 

Joseph Bodanza founded Child Medical Connection to bring 

handicapped children from Vietnam to America for treatment. He found 

that Shriners Hospitals in Boston and Springfield offer free medical 

treatment for those who are polio victims or burned severely. 

Most of the victims who got or are currently getting treatment at 

Shriner Hospitals had been stricken with polio in their early years, as for the 

case of Phuc Thanh Nguyen, Nguyen Hien Anh Thu, and Pham Thi Ngoc 
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Lan. The reason is, as Bodanza said, "There is not enough vaccine in 

Vietnam. It needs to be refrigerated, but they have too many power outages 

in the poorer cities..." ("Healing Vietnamese Children", Globe 

Correspondent) 

Another problem is cross-cultural conflict. The kids coming to 

America for treatment do not speak English. They do have difficulty to 

explain their heath state, what they need, how they feel, etc. 

Bringing these children to America is a problem. But that is not all. 

These children need to be transported to hospitals when they have an 

appointment, when they go to school, when they go shopping...Joseph 

Bodanza really needs volunteer help, including cooking for these children, 

driving them to where they must go, teaching them necessary English 

phrases in everyday life. Currently, Joseph Bodanza has several temporary 

volunteers who are willing to help him on weekends, but much more help is 

needed. 

Global communication plays an important role in the growing of 

Child Medical Connection. According to Bodanza, currently the cost to 

provide for each child in a nine-month period in America is about $4,500 to 

$5,000. The cost includes airfare, rental of apartment, food, and 

transportation. Joseph Bodanza spent his own money for the first case of 
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Phuc Thanh Nguyen. But taking money out of his pocket certainly will not 

help much; that is, only a few children would have a chance to get treated. 

That's why he needs donations from others to keep his organization 

functioning. But how can people help him without knowing what he has 

been doing? This is where media comes into play. 

Technology also helps in keeping Child Medical Connection 

functioning. Today with a lot of airlines serving, the transportation of 

patients from one country to another is not a problem any more. 

Handicapped children from Vietnam can fly to America for treatment in 

only 20 hours. The advantage in transportation makes polio victim's dreams 

of becoming healthier a real possibility. 

There have been some problems since Joseph Bodanza brought 

handicapped children to America. Initially, he allowed each child to be 

accompanied by one of his/her parents with an agreement that the parent 

came to America for the purpose of taking care of the child only. And when 

the child is discharged from the hospital, the parent must go back to Vietnam 

with the child immediately. But, according to Bodanza, a few parents did 

not obey this agreement. These parents came here not for taking care of 

their children. Some of them came here and lived with their relatives or 

friends and did not go back to Vietnam when their children were discharged. 
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Joseph Bodanza was very upset about them and he decided that no more 

parents would be allowed to accompany their children. This might be unfair 

to other parents, but Bodanza had no choice. 

Another problem is the support of Vietnamese community to his 

operation. A majority of Vietnamese in America appreciates what Bodanza 

has been doing for handicapped children in Vietnam, and they are willing to 

help him whenever they can. What they do is donate money, food, and 

clothes for the kids or do some volunteer help such as cooking or teaching 

the kids English. However, there are some people who have turned their 

back on to Bodanza's work. Some of them complained that Bodanza has 

brought Vietnamese communists to America since they saw some of the 

kids coming from Ben Tre, a province of Vietnam used to support 

Vietnamese communists in the Vietnam War. The others suspected 

Bodanza's motivation behind his charity operation. 

Joseph Bodanza has been doing a great job for handicapped 

Vietnamese children. He brought over one hundred Vietnamese kids 

disabled by disease or accident into America for free treatment at Shriners 

Hospitals. However, there are some of the things that need to be considered; 

he cannot bring all the handicapped Vietnamese children into this country in 

order to get free treatment, nor can he handle Child Medical Connection Inc 
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to help Vietnamese kids for much longer because he's almost 70 years old. 

It's really difficult to imagine that some day Joseph is going to die, or worse 

yet for some reason he might not be able to handle Child Medical 

Connection Inc anymore. What then will happen to the kids have been living 

over here and the others in Vietnam? High technology has been developing 

so quickly in the world, is it possible to make a good solution by using high 

technology in order to help Joseph's purposes as well as all the handicapped 

children in Vietnam? 

Let us discuss about how we can develop a method of treatment that is 

called telemedicine for Vietnam. It is established in Vietnam but monitored 

from the U.S via telemedicine technology. The basic concept of how 

telemedicine works is that the use of electronic information and 

communications technologies provide and support health care when distance 

separates the participants. There were many successful cases in the world 

performed through telemedicine technology, and those demonstrated the 

accuracy and helpfulness of telemedicine. Telemedicine arose originally to 

serve rural populations, or any people who are geographically dispersed — 

where the time and the cost of travel make access to the best medicine 

difficult. Now, it is increasingly being used in mainstream medicine, to 

allow doctors the world over to share expensive resources and valuable 
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experience. It's really disheartening to say that Vietnam is one of countries 

usually behind the others. Most leaders in Vietnam are old and very 

conservative. They don't have enough knowledge to catch up with new 

technology developed outside the country. We have already known that long 

ago the internet was created and developed in the world, but the government 

in Vietnam just joined into the World Wide Web in the last a couple of 

years. People can access the Internet, but must be under government control. 

Also, telecommunication is underdeveloped in Vietnam. A small country 

with around 70 million people, but not all of families have a telephone in the 

house. Therefore, it is not easy to develop telemedicine in Vietnam. The first 

important thing for telemedicine to work is that are Vietnam needs to build a 

good Internet system as well as telecommunication. The doctors need to be 

trained about telemedicine equipment, and must have very good 

communication with the other doctors in the world by using the same 

language, English. The government in Vietnam has to support money for 

buying telemedicine equipment, and establishing the telemedicine 

committees. The Universities and Colleges in Vietnam must be allowed to 

research about telemedicine and be linked to the Universities and Colleges in 

the world. Once these are satisfied, telemedicine can be established in 

Vietnam. People can stay home, log onto the Internet and directly talk to 
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their doctor. They can take an examination over the Internet by using video 

conferencing equipment... etc. Special cases that cannot be handled by the 

Vietnamese doctors can be advised from the doctors in the world through 

telemedicine. Because of Joseph's financial situation and because of 

Shriners limits on the amount of children to come from each country, not all 

handicapped Vietnamese children will be allowed to be here for treatment. 

By using telemedicine technology in Vietnam, it is possible for handicapped 

kids to be treated, and given their lives back in Vietnam. They don't need to 

go to America or somewhere else, just stay in Vietnam, and the doctors at 

the Shriners Hospitals can treat them through telemedicine technology. It is 

really good idea to do that, and telemedicine must be considered in Vietnam 

immediately. 

On Dec 1998, the UPLIFT International launched the first 

telemedicine link with Vietnam and established a medical education 

initiative. UPLIFT International and its partner the University of Vermont, 

College of Medicine/Fletcher Allen Health Care demonstrated the 

capabilities of telemedicine, from observing open-heart surgery and directly 

viewing gastrointestinal endoscopies and ultrasound examinations, to 

carrying out real-time long distance physician consultations and patient 

examinations. ("UPLIFT International Launches First Telemedicine Link 
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With Vietnam", http://www.upliftintemational.org/telemedPR.htm)  The 

demonstration linked University of Vermont and Fletcher Allen, its allied 

health care system, with Canton-Potsdam Hospital in northern New York 

and the other participating sites in Hanoi, Vietnam and Washington, D.C. 

Donors, media and other interested parties were invited to attend at demo 

sites in Burlington, Vermont, Washington, D.0 and Hanoi, Vietnam. The 

first Global IS DN link into Vietnam was accomplished recently by MCI 

WorldCom, thus enabling the telemedicine initiative. 

UPLFT International and its affiliated medical schools, University of 

Vermont, College of Fletcher Allen are developing cooperative long time 

medical education programs in Vietnam. The purpose of these programs is 

to modernize medical education in Vietnam, to expose American medical 

students and physicians to conditions not often encountered in the U.S. to 

enhance their education and training, to allow Vietnamese medical students 

and physicians to participate in more cutting edge training and technology, 

and to build long term relationships with health care professionals around 

the world. Unfortunately, all these programs were just established in North 

Vietnam only. It would be great for Vietnam if those programs are expanded 

to whole the country, so they are going to help telemedicine technology to 
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be working perfectly. ("UPLIFT International Launches First Telemedicine 

Link With Vietnam", http://www.upliftintemational.org/telemedPR.htm)  

Another important thing that can help for handicapped Vietnamese 

children are that there are Vietnamese Communities in the world, outside of 

Vietnam There are about two and half millions Vietnamese people are living 

in many countries, but about one and half are living in the U.S. Most people 

left Vietnam because they didn't want to live in Communism. There were 

too many people who died on the road of escape. There were too many 

people had to be in the prisons for ten or fifteen years. They have never 

forgotten what communism had done to them and their family. They will 

never give up and forgive communism. They really care whether or not 

Joseph's purposes related to the communists. They really understand that 

handicapped Vietnamese children are not communists, but they come from 

the communist country, that makes them have to consider how much help 

they should give. They have enough ability and condition to take care for all 

the handicapped Vietnamese children who come here for treatment as 

Joseph has done, but for them communism has to be destroyed in Vietnam 

first. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

Through out the project, the team realized that the Child Medical 

Connection (CMC) has some difficulties in taking care for the children like 

transportation, cooking, and language. Joseph Bodanza, the director of the CMC, is 

seventy-two years old. He may not take care of the children or handle the CMC 

for long time. If Mr. Joseph Bodanza passes away, who will continue to do Mr. 

Joseph Bodanza's work. That is the most difficulty for the CMC now. 

Because of the difficulties of the CMC above, the team decided to do a 

presentation to call for help in the WPI Vietnamese Student Association and 

Vietnamese Student Association of New England. The presentation was at 

Founder Hall of WPI on February 27, 2001. The goal of the presentation was to 

popularize the CMC. 
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CiLILD 	 CONNECTIO N 
Match The Child To The Needed Medical Help 

31 Ashley Drive 	 Tel. J78-630-1910 
Gardner, MA 01440 	 Fax. 978-6301925 

There are twenty-two SHRINERS HOSPITALS in America that provide 
quality orthopaedic and burn medical treatment Lo children under -
age 18 at NO CHARGE. All expenses in the hospital are paid f_ .)1 
by private donations. For the past seventy-five years, Llie:3 
SHRINERS HOSPITALS have helped• thousands of children; first_ 
for children who reside in the U.S.; children from foreign 
countries are accepted on the basis of available space. Over 
the years, SHRINERS HOSPITALS have accepted a great number of 
foreign children, inasmuch as polio in the U.S. is virtually 
non-existent since the SALK VACCINE has eliminated the dreaded 
disease here. However, polio is still a great problem in many 
areas of the world. So, many children from many foreign countri, 
come to SHRINERS HOSPITALS when space is available, perhaps 
on a first-come-first-serve basis. 

In January of 1996, during my second visit to Viet: Nam, I was 
introduced to a young handicapped boy age 14 who suffered polio 
as a child, and was severely deformed. When I returned home, 
I assisted. the boy's mother to submit an application bar 
treatment at SHRINERS HOSPITAL; he was accepted, but he had 
no way to come here because of his poor, destitute family. I 
offered to provide him with round-trip transportation to the 
U.S. and be his Sponsor/Guardian while he undergoes his medical 
treatment. I personally returned him to his home in Viet Ham 
soon after his discharge from the hospital, as soon as he was 
strong enough to travel. 

Because of this one case of treatment, the parents of many 
handicapped children have asked me to please be the 
Sponsor/Guardian of their children for treatment at the SHRINERS 
HOSPITAL. 

NOW MY PLAN IS BASICALLY THE FOLLOWING: 

1) To assist the parents of handicapped children, 	 under 
age 10, . to submit a correct applcation to the SHRINERS 
HOSPITAL with all the necessary documentat. )n, and submit: 
it to the CHIEF OF STAFF for review. 

2) If a parent or SPONSOR/GUARDIAN is not available IN VIET 
NAM to accompany the child to the hospital and ASSUME 
all the EXPENSE and LIABILITIES of TRAVEL, 	 HOME-STAY 



and RETURN . home to Viet Nam, and if I consider this 
case acceptable to me, then I shall become the 
SPONSOR/GUARDIAN of the child, or attempt to procure 
a SPONSOR/GUARDIAN here whom the parents and hospital 
will agree to. 

3) Once the application is accepted by the SIIRINERS HOSPITAL, 
I shall inform the parents of the decision of the CHIEF 
OF STAFF and 	 the BOARD OF GOVERNORS, and advise the 
parents of the child to apply for a passport, and procure 
a'U.S. visa in Ha Noi. 

4) Once the •date is set for MEDICAL EVALUATION at the 
Hospital, . then I shall proceed to procure a ROUND-TRIP 
airfare for the child to come to the U.S. for the medical 
evaluation. 

5) To provide the child with a host-family for the 4-6 weeks 
prior to admission to the hospital to allow time for 
immunization, medical/blood tests, X-Rays, etc. 

6) To provide the child with TRANSPORTATION to and from the 
hospital on an out-patient basis as necessary, 

7) To FOLLOW-UP continuosly while the child is confined to 
the hospital, and to keep the parents informed regularly 
of the child's progress, problems, etc. 

8) As SPONSOOR/GUARDIAN, to provide the hospital with all 
the necessary signed documents of permission for surgery, 
etc. 

9) Once the child is discharged from the hospital, to 
follow-up with out-patient visits as necessary, while 
the child recuperates at the host-family residence. 

10) To apply for a U.S. visa extension if necessary upon the 
'advice of the Doctor. 

11) If possible, to allow the child to attend some type of 
formal education classes so that his/her education will 
not be interrupted while in the U.S. This is only 
short-term. 

12) Upon the Doctor's orders, to return the child back home 
to Viet Nam with an adult escort. 

These twelve items are ONLY THE MAIN POINTS, and by no means 
exclusive of other necessary items. The well-being of the child 
.'is of top priority from the time the child loaves and returns 
home to Viet Nam. Every child will return home as soon as 
possible upon the release and decision of the Doctor. 

All expenses incurred will be paid for me, if the family of 

the child is not able to afford any or all of the expense of 
the above items. All expenses used in this process are either 
paid for by me personally, or by private donations; no funds 
are used from any GOVERNMENT, FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL MEANS- 
TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS. 

JOSEPH A. BODANZA, DIRECTOR 
CHILD MEDICAL CONNECTION 
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GreenCross Family 
	

Page 1 of 2 

Green Cross lit 
Family GREEN 

CROSS 
nt et nati ono 

Give Humanity a Chance 

Give the Earth a Future 
Green Cross 
National 
Organizations 

Green Cross International was founded by Mikhail  
Gorbachev  in 1993, building on the 1992 Earth Summit in 
Rio de Janeiro and Agenda 21. Green Cross is a non-
governmental, non-profit organization. Our mission is to 
help create a sustainable future by cultivating harmonious 
relationships between humans and the environment. Green 
Cross concentrates its efforts on the following five programs 
whose common theme is to promote a significant change in 
human values leading to greater respect and care for Earth's 
community of life in all its diversity. 

Green Cross 
International Staff 

Green Cross 
International Board 

The Honorable 
Mikhail H. Gorbachev 

Society must be founded on a balance with nature. We want 
to be active and conduct projects and programs to ensure that 
from now on, every form of development safeguards and, if 
necessary, helps to replenish the resources of our 
environment. 

Our programs  stem from the initiatives of our national  
organizations  as well as from Green Cross International in  
Geneva.  We seek to combine global thinking and local 
action through the vehicle of international programs tailored 
to local needs. All our programs  await your enthusiastic 
input and require your support and involvement. 

Green Cross International has been granted General 
Consultative Status with the Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC)  of the United Nations. 

Green Cross is a member of the Advisory Group on 
Environmental Emergencies of the Joint UNEP/OCHA 
Environment Unit. 

Green Cross International is recognized as being of public 
utility; Donors and GCI are Tax Exempted. 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossFamily/gcfamilyhp.html 	 03/14/2000 



GreenCross Family 	 Page 2 of 2 

How is Green Cross Organized 

The General Assembly, composed of the Presidency, Green 
Cross National Organizations' Presidents and the Executive 
Director is the supreme body of Green Cross International. It 
sets the general directions and priorities of the association. 

Presidency: 

Mikhail Gorbachev President 

Alexander Likhotal Vice President 

Roland Wiederkehr  Vice President 

Hubert Secretan Treasurer 

Shoo Iwasaki Presidential Advisor 

Executive Director: Bertrand Charrier 

The Honorary Board  gathers well known personalities who 
volunteer their time to serve as advisory body to help 
achieving Green Cross International objectives. 

Navigate using this menu I 

Last updated on 11/25/1999 05:21:25 
© Green Cross International / 1999 / Geneva / Switzerland 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossFamily/gcfamilyhp.html 	 03/14/2000 



The Green Cross "AGENT ORANGE" Campaign 	 Page 1 of 2 

The GREEN CROSS 

"AGENT ORANGE" 

Campaign 

GREEN CROSS starts its "AGENT ORANGE" 
campaign in favor of the Vietnamese children. 

"Agent Orange" is a powerful defoliant that was largely used 
during the Vietnam War, in order to defoliate the forests that 
where hiding the Vietcong soldiers. This chemical product 
contained a poison dangerous for health and environment: 
the dioxin. Its disastrous effects appeared about 3 to 4 years 
after its use, causing malformations on about 75'000 people. 
And still nowadays, 25 years after the war, 3'600 children 
come to life each year with severe deformities, fissures in the 
throat, double rows of teeth, and other muscular atrophies. 
The growing infertility of the young women, as well as 
urological problems, are also attributed to Agent Orange. 
Effectively, important amounts of dioxin have been found 
into the grease and liver of the Vietnamese victims. This 
weedkiller harms human beings by seeping from water or 
soil into their food. 
Social politic in favor of the handicapped almost non-
existent in Vietnam. 

The efforts of the Vietnamese government are focused 
towards the economical growth and the exportation industry, 
leaving aside the social politic in favor of the handicapped. 
Help is all the more needed as the handicapped children are 
considered as monsters in Vietnam and are therefore hidden 
by their ashamed families, and condemned to a vegetative 
life. Other are sent to beg in the streets, and are punished 
through maltreatment, starvation and even abandonment, if 
they do not bring back home enough money. 

GREEN CROSS helps with the motto "To go signifies Life". 
Its first goal consists in providing 750 kids with orthopedic 
care. This project started in 1998. In Hanoi and Hai Phong, 
two centers have been built in order to welcome these 
children. These centers, as well as the equipment and the 
staff, are financed by the German Department of Technical 
Cooperation (GTZ). Green Cross is therefore able to 
dedicate the totality of the donations into a direct assistance 
in favor of the victims of Agent Orange. 

The program involves the medical aspects of the diagnosis 

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossPrograms/legacy/Vietnam/agentorange.html 	 03/14/2000 



GREEN CROSS INTERNATIONAL GENERAL PRESENTATION 
	

http://www.gci.ch/GreenCrossFamily/presentation.html  

GREEN CROSS INTERNATIONAL 

GENERAL PRESENTATION 

JUNE 1999 

Give Humanity a Chance, Give the Earth a Future 

International challenges 

Sustainability is one of the main topics of this finishing 
century and its gist is ambiguous and difficult to define. 
Most people have difficulties to understand the meaning of 
the word and others react emotionally. When philosophers, 
scientists, businessmen, scholars, and individuals try to 
define this word, the polemic and discussion is never ended, 
proving if it was necessary, the complexity of this term. To 
explore sustainability at this junction in human history is to 
raise the fundamental questions of how humanity defines 
itself, and how each one of us tackles the challenges of the 
21st century. 
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The Sustainability debate started with the Brundland 
Commission's definition: " Humanity has the ability to make 
development sustainable, to ensure that it meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs ". The most serious 
independent analyses of the current development of 
humanity prove that the world's development does not tend 
towards sustainability. Recently, Mikhail Gorbachev 
President of Green Cross International said: " we are at an 
essential moment in human history, for the first time, we are 
widely aware that our day-to-day decisions have the power to 
destroy our own habitat, the Earth ". The growth in world 
property and the population expansion have carried a heavy 
burden on the environment and quality of life for billions of 
people. To achieve sustainability a balance must be found 
between society's major components: economy and 
technology, ecology and demography, and governance and 
equity. Year after year, the Economy is becoming 
predominant and its myth of indefinite growth is 
progressively replacing all other essential values which have 
slowly contributed to the elaboration of our civilization. The 
sustainability of development can only be reached if citizens 
and decision-makers take all the other above mentioned 
components fully into account. 

The sustainable world will be a world of social and 
technological innovations, experimentation, high 
transparency, a totally interconnected community, in which 
agreements are reached through mediation, and with respect 
for civil rights. In this world NGOs, governments, concerned 
consumers and businesses would act as partners. Thanks to 
dialogue and mutual respect continuous environmental and 
social values will be incorporated into market mechanisms. 
Dream or reality? President Mikhail Gorbachev showed the 
world that when an idea or an intuition is right and emerges 
at the right time, the " Wall of difficulties like the Berlin 
Wall might fall ". 

Green Cross an International Network 

Mikhail Gorbachev chaired the destiny of Green Cross 
International since 1993, date of its birth. The mission of 
Green Cross International is to help create the conditions for 
a sustainable future by cultivating a more harmonious 
relationship between humans and the environment. 
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IIIIIIMINIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIII 

The founding principles of Green Cross International can be 
summarized by: 
_ A fundamental transformation of society's Values with 
respect to the environment. Narrow approaches to problem 
solving ignore linkages between sectors or across local, 
national and global spheres. Firstly, changes in values and in 
the distribution of power are needed and secondly, new ways 
of analyzing and acting are required. Green Cross works 
worldwide to promote the emergence of these values. 
_ A spirit of Dialogue and mediation, both level-headed and 
constructive. Green Cross plays the role of catalyst, and 
mobilizes the strength of its whole network for 
environmental conflict prevention and mediation. One of the 
aims of Green Cross International is to be a constructive 
force across multiple sectors, working with governments, 
private sector, religious groups, international organizations, 
NGOs and individuals. 
_ A meshing of the economy, ecology and society. The 
integration of ecological and socio-economic principles 
should be promoted. The clear link between these elements 
should be integrated at all levels. 
In 1999, Green Cross International is active in 21 countries 
including: Argentina, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, 
Czech Republic, Estonia, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Japan, South Korea, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Swaziland, 
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States, and 
Venezuela. The organizations in Germany and the USA have 
adopted the name "Global Green." 
Eminent and well-known personalities have accepted to be 
members of the honorary Board as Ted Turner, Robert 
Redford, Jean-Michel Cousteau, Rita Levi Montalcini, Yoko 
Ono, Chinghiz Aitmatov, Rene Felber, Thor Heyerdahl, 
Rudolphus Lubbers, Hiromu Nonaka, Shimon Peres, Javier 
Perez de Cuellar, Princess Basma Bint Talal, Karan Singh, 
Olzhas Suleimenov, Monkombu S. Swaminathan, 
Masayoshi Takemura. 

The United Nations has awarded Green Cross International 
their highest accreditation status, i.e. "NGO in general 
consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of 
the United Nations". 

The global budget of Green Cross family reaches worldwide 
$ 5 million in 1998, and the budget of the Geneva 
headquarters is $1.2 million. 
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Green Cross International Programs 

MI=11111111=111111111M1 

1111111MINIIIMMIIMMI 

Green Cross concentrates its efforts on 5 programs whose 
common theme is to promote a significant change in human 
values. 

Earth Charter Initiative 

The Earth Charter is going to be worked out as a general 
human manifesto based on a global consultation process 
involving 1000 organizations and individuals all over the 
world, the work of the Earth Charter Commission of 
representatives, from 5 continents, and the creative 
cooperation of specialists motivated by the idea of the 
survival of our planet. 
In 1994, the President of Green Cross International, M. 
Gorbachev and the President of the Earth Council, M. 
Strong, on the initiative of the Dutch Prime Minister, R. 
Lubbers, and with the participation of UNESCO Director 
General, F. Major, signed an agreement to collaborate on the 
Earth Charter. 
Since 1994, GCI has participated jointly with other 
organizations in the formulation of the Earth Charter text. In 
the framework of the consultation process, the organization 
participated in meetings which took place in the USA 
(Pocantico), the Netherlands (The Hague), Switzerland 
(Nyon) and Brazil (Rio+5 Conference). In the framework of 
the international forum Rio+5, the first benchmark of the 
Earth Charter was presented and discussed by the members 
of the Earth Charter Commission consisting of 23 
representatives from all the continents. 
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National Earth Charter Committees have been created in 
more than 30 countries of the world (Australia, Russia, USA, 
Japan, etc.). In other countries the work over the Earth 
Charter is run by a worldwide net of organizations such as 
Green Cross International, as well as by different 
non-governmental national organizations. 
A special Earth Charter Campaign has been organized on 
Internet, as well as an Earth Charter Discussion Forum, 
where one can easily share information, ideas and 
suggestions regarding the Earth Charter process and the 
Benchmark Draft. 
The Earth Charter draft's elaboration and the formulation of 
its preamble and main principles were accomplished by an 
international group of specialists, the Earth Charter Drafting 
Committee. This group carries out the tremendous task of 
collecting comments and amendments on the Earth Charter 
draft from participants in the consultation process from all 
over the world and integrates all the material received into a 
unified Earth Charter draft. 
Green Cross National Organizations worked on the Earth 

NINNIIIIIIMIIIMINIIIIM Charter from 1996 to 1997 in a series of meetings. As a 
result, the Earth Charter Philosophy was elaborated. From 
1997 until the end of 1998, Green Cross National 
Organizations continued their involvement on two levels: the 
first one deals with the improvement of the text of the Earth 
Charter and the second aims at spreading ideas and 
developing possible organizational structures. All of these 
ideas were discussed during several meetings of the Green 
Cross National Organizations. 
At the beginning of October 1998, the Green Cross National 
Organizations were requested to describe their Earth Charter 
activity and give comments and recommendations for 
Benchmark N. II, as well as proposals for future activities. 
The majority of National Organizations participated in this 
intense consultation process and their remarks and 
suggestions were discussed in depth by the Earth Charter 
drafting committee. 
There is still a long way to go before the Earth Charter will 
be discussed and adopted by the General Assembly of the 
United Nations and it is the willingness of people that will 
make the difference. 
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Environmental Legacy of Wars 

Green Cross continues its efforts to implement its programs 
dedicated to the Environmental Legacy of Wars. Green 
Cross works to mitigate the social, environmental, and 
economic consequences of man-made damage attributable to 
wars. 

Green Cross: 

_ Help people and communities afflicted by chemical and 
nuclear environmental contamination. We promote clean up 
and conversion of military bases. 

_ Seek the environmentally responsible destruction of 
chemical weapons stockpiles, and we contribute to the 
determination of clean-up priorities for nuclear 
contamination. 

Endeavor to convince competing sectors of society and 
institutions to work together in a democratic fashion to 
elaborate sustainable solutions 

In Switzerland, Russia, United States, Estonia, and Sweden, 
Green Cross is recognized as full partner by all our 
interlocutors, federal and local governments, military 
authorities, and general public. The experience accumulated 
by the participants of this program in scientific expertise, and 
in mediation process is shared with other countries of Green 
Cross network, Hungary, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Gulf 
and Middle East countries. 
In 1998, the scope of this program was broadened by two 
projects. The first one was the launching of the campaign to 
raise funds in order to assist Vietnamese children born with 
crippled arms and legs, probable consequences of Agent 
Orange contamination in the food chain, and the second one 
was the environmental assessment of Kuwait, seven year 
after the Gulf War. In 1999, the environmental impacts of 
the Yugoslavian War are also part of this program. 

Legacy of Cold War 

The nuclear and chemical remnants of the Cold War, of 
conflicts and catastrophes like Chernobyl are a huge threat 
not only for the health of the people concerned, but also for 
security and peace. Both Russia and the U.S. now face the 
challenge of destroying sixteen major stockpiles (nine in the 
U.S., seven in Russia) of mostly nerve and mustard agents 
over the coming decade a task which is technically difficult, 
very expensive, and politically charged in the stockpile 
regions. 
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A central part of the Legacy of Cold War program is the 
related issue of base closure, pollution control and 
remediation, land and habitat conservation, and sustainable 
redevelopment of land and facilities. Green Cross has several 
programs of raising worldwide awareness, and mediating 
between the population concerned and the civil and military 
authorities and thus creating the political will necessary to 
clean up. Green Cross organizes every year several public 
hearings on chemical weapons destruction in Russia and also 
in United States (Connecticut, Washington DC, San 
Francisco, Indianapolis, San Diego). 

Green Cross also provides direct help to the people living in 
the affected areas. One of the main focus areas is supply help 
for children. Thousands of children suffer from radiation or 
chemical contamination. In contaminated areas, there is ten 
times more diabetes than in clean areas, and the rate of 
thyroid cancer rises by 35% every year. Children with a 
weak immune system need at least one month per year in a 
clean area to recover. Since 1995, Green Cross offers therapy 
and healing - camps every year for up to 1,000 children in 
Russia and Byelorussia. 

Legacy of Vietnam War 

Twenty-five years after the end of war in Vietnam, still 3,500 
children are being born mentally and physically crippled 
every year. The reason is probably the use of Agent Orange 
in the Vietnam War. This dangerous chemical agent can be 

101111111111111111111111.4cW found in the food chain, even today, and it could create 
defaults in the parents' genes. Green Cross has set up  a 
program to help children born with crippled arms, hands, 
legs or feet-Ortfropedie-devic-ccan help children live an 
almost normal life, crippled feet 
installment is_being dontin_early years., and childre.n._AadILbt 
able to walk by themselves after two years of help. 
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Legacy of Gulf War 

Seven years after the Gulf War, it was time to reassess the 
environment situation of Kuwait, its patterns of recovery and 
examine long-term effects that remain. 
The environmental assessment produced by Green Cross 
includes two parts. The first is a study led by a group of 
scientists/environmental experts and the second is a 26 
minutes film-documentary. 
The environmental damage resulting from the invasion and 
the subsequent war has affected all ecosystems, as well as 
human health. 

The oil contamination of the terrestrial ecosystems reached 
levels on an unprecedented scale in the history of the planet. 
The impacts on the environment will take decades to 
partially disappear and their full effects may never be 
realized. 

Experts of Green Cross discovered that one fresh 
groundwater aquifer representing 40% of the fresh water 
reserves of Kuwait are contaminated, and the remaining 
strategic freshwater reserves provide Kuwait with less than a 
two-month supply for the entire population! 
The presence and fear of mines is a major issue of concern. 
The long-term health impacts remain an essential public 
health issue that requires the implementation of 
rehabilitation programs. 
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Legacy of Yugoslav War 

Both the population and natural environment in the Balkans 
are threatened by the destruction of oil refineries, 
petrochemical plants, chemical and fertilizer factories, and 
other major industries resulting of NATO air campaign 
throughout Yugoslavia. On April 24th, 1999 President 
Gorbachev was among the first to break the silence, saying 
that if the bombings continued the environmental 
consequences of the conflict could threaten the entire region. 
The destruction of Pancevo petrochemical plant, attacks 
against targets in the municipality of Grocka in close vicinity 
of the Vinca nuclear reactor, as well as in the municipality of 

M1111 	 Baric, where a large complex for the production of chloride 
is located, demonstrate that an irreversible environmental 
catastrophe happened. There is confirmation that depleted 
uranium weapons, blamed for spiraling numbers of cancer 
and birth's defects in Iraq, were used by NATO forces. 
Pollution crossed the Yugoslavian borders, and affects other 
countries in the European region. The significant emission of 
sulfur and nitrogen oxides, caused acid rains thus affecting 
agriculture and forestry in Romania. 
In the short- and medium-term, heavy pollution of surface 
waters is a serious danger. Contamination of rivers would 
have negative consequences on the quality of drinking water, 
and badly damage fresh water ecosystems. Transboundary 
pollution of the river Danube is confirmed. 

Experts are also concerned with possible long-term regional 
impacts of environmental pollution caused by the hostilities 
in Yugoslavia. One of most dangerous consequences is 
pollution of underground waters. The region is rich with 
underground water resources. These waters, lying at different 
depths, may easily spread oil, oil products, fuel, and 
chemical pollution to other countries in the region. 
Green Cross International is a full member of the UNEP 
Balkans Task Force and will participate in environmental 
assessment missions to Yugoslavia. These missions 
organized by the international community, will set priorities 
and define needs for urgent actions, and promote the need 
for environmentally responsible policies in the 
reconstruction effort of the region. 
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Legacy of Wars Program development 

The environment has always been one of the "victims" of 
war throughout the history of mankind. The nuclear bombing 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki led to the deaths of hundreds of 
thousands people and left hundreds of square kilometers of 
contaminated land. More recently, Agent Orange, one of the 
most efficient defoliants, was widely used during the 
Vietnam War. Today, Yugoslavia and riparian countries are 
threatened by the destruction of hazardous material 
installations such as oil refineries, petrochemical and 
chemical plants, fertilizer factories resulting of intensive 
bombing. Countries of the Central European Region are 
concerned about short and long term environmental threats. 
The international community must exercise its solidarity 
when one sovereign country has to face such huge 
environmental disasters. President Mikhail Gorbachev made 
an appeal for a special Fund dedicated to finance 
interventions in case of emergency. Such an Emergency 
Fund should be financed by nations, companies, and 
foundations. This will ensure that environmental concerns 
will receive the immediate attention they need. 

Water conflicts prevention and desertification 

Green Cross launched its Water and Desertification Program 
in early 1997 with a focus on preventing conflicts in 
water-stressed regions. The program is composed of many 
projects and includes activities like synthesis research, 
workshops, information dissemination, and planting trees. 

Middle East Water Supply 

Having recognized the need and confirmed the interest of its 
leaders and members, Green Cross decided to focus more 
attention on the Middle East. Under the leadership of 
Mikhail Gorbachev, Green Cross decided to serve as a 
catalyst to a solution of the water crisis in the Middle East. 
The essence of the effort is to enlist the support of all sectors 
of society NGOs, academic experts, private sector 
corporations, bankers, government bureaucrats and leaders 
and to get them involved in evaluating the root causes of the 
problem and contributing to its solution. 
President Mikhail Gorbachev provided the rationale and 
philosophy for the role of Green Cross in the preface to the 
report of the workshop held in Paris on 18 March 1998. He 
noted that "The word conflict does not automatically need to 
be associated with water, not even in the Middle East. 
Co-operation to solve water problems is possible. Indeed, 
joint action on water has the potential to lead to even greater 
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co-operation in the wider political arena, as resolution of 
water problems may help key Middle Eastern actors slowly 
build the trust needed to settle the other issues that divide 
them. All would agree that mutually beneficial, "win-win" 
solutions are preferable to conflict or stalemate. Conversely, 
arrangements that are not perceived to fairly allocate one of 
life's most important necessities can only perpetuate 

IIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIMNMI conflict." 
Following several seminars on issue of water and conflicts in 
Geneva and Los Angeles, Green Cross organized a one day 
workshop titled "Averting a Water Crisis in the Middle East: 
Make Water a Medium of Co-operation Rather Than 
Conflict" (together with the International Hydrological 
Program of UNESCO in Paris on 18th March 1998). 
Attended by fifty people from a broad cross-section of 
countries and disciplines. One of the objectives was to build 
networks of individuals and institutions, disseminate 
information, and identify and design possible directions for 
water conflict resolution activities in the region. 
Two important conclusions were reached: 
_ There is a need to manage water resources in an integrated, 
basin wide fashion. 
_ The progress on implementing technical options could help 
build trust and hence lead to progress on other important 
issues in the Middle East. 
Thus, Green Cross developed a network of like-minded 
partners in the Middle East and around the world with 
demonstrated interest and strengths related to the overall 
program mission. Green Cross and its partners, The Center 
for Middle East Peace & Economic Cooperation, Peres 
Center for Peace, International Arid Lands Consortium, 
Jordan Ministry of Water and irrigation and international 
sponsors will organize in 1999 a major Water Forum in 
Amman focusing on the Jordan Valley. 
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International Commitments 

Green Cross International, which has become a preferential 
NGO partner of the World Commission on Water for the 
21st Century, which is in charge of elaborating the World 
Water Council's Long Term Vision on Water, Life and the 
Environment in the 21st Century. Green Cross International 
leads a panel in charge of dealing with the essential question 
of " International Waters and National Sovereignty". The 
need to anticipate conflicts over shared water resources and 
to find international, legal and political mechanisms to assist 
resolving them is becoming urgent. Eminent persons of 
international standing and political experiences known for 
their involvement within intergovernmental issues and with 
potential or real conflicts will propose long-term solutions 
for a fair and sustainable sharing of International Waters. 
Are members of the panel, President Hon. Mikhail 
Gorbachev, Hon. Ingvar Carlsson, Sir Ketumile Masire and 
Hon. Fidel Ramos. The former heads of State and 
Government that are members of the Global Leaders' Forum 
initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev and Shimon Peres will be 
also consulted. The panel will present and discuss its 
findings in plenary session during Stockholm Water Week 
on August 10, 1999. 
In 1998, catastrophic floods occurred in different part of the 
world and Green Cross was active in mitigating the impacts 
of flooding in Argentina and Poland. International experts 
were selected thanks to the Green Cross UK Environmental 
Response Network databases. The success of the expert's 
activities on the field proved the efficiency of this new tool. 
Green Cross uses its value-added capacity to co-ordinate and 
support applied research, disseminate information, support 
education, and build multisectoral-crosscutting partnerships 
to help reduce conflicts in the different parts of the world. 
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Fight against desertification 

The fight against desertification is becoming one of the main 
priorities for many developing countries. Desertification 
must be considered a universal and acute concern, requiring 
urgent international action. Desertification affects more than 
900 million people in more than 110 countries all over the 
world, as well a total surface area of more than 3.600 million 
hectares. The strong link between desertification and poverty 
is obvious. 
In 1999, during the Conference of Parties of the Convention 
to Combat Desertification in Dakar, Mr. Diallo, Secretary 
General of the Convention and member of Green Cross 
International Honorary Board stated: "Though considerable 
work has already been accomplished in terms of ratification 
and implementation of the Convention, there is still a lot to 
do, and the next steps should consist in making the 
Convention effective and operational". The final 
recommendation made by representatives of the Parties 
stressed the need to establish a link between the three major 
conventions originating from the Rio Conference, that is, the 
Convention to Combat Desertification, the Convention on 
Biodiversity and the Convention on Climate Change. These 
Conventions should be seen as complementary. 

Green Cross decides to be active in fighting desertification 
especially in Africa where the situation is so acute. GC 
Burkina Faso, with the full support of Burkina Faso 
government and financial contribution of GC Japan, leads 
with energy and determination the International Tree 
Planting project. This example of concrete action should be 
encouraged in other countries. 

The dissemination of these experiences can provide 
compelling evidence and motivation for international groups 
and national officials to collaborate in addressing 
desertification, biodiversity loss, and climate change. 
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Energy and Resource efficiency 

Green Cross promotes new consumption patterns to reduce 
the consumption of energy, to stem climate change and to 
conserve natural resources 
Global Green USA implements The Resource Efficiency and 
Sustainable Communities for the Urban Environment 
Program, with the objective to stem climate change and fight 
suburban sprawl by forwarding renewable energy and 
creating healthier homes and neighborhoods. 
Working in partnership with affordable housing developers, 
GG USA is lowering the energy bills of families in need 
while protecting the environment. The national partnerships, 
including Habitat for Humanity, allow Green Cross to 
further our goals in Washington, including an initiative that 
could save up to $1 billion in energy costs for housing. 
GG USA has been writing guidelines for affordable housing 
developers which demonstrate green building principles 
while making recommendations for design construction, 
maintenance and operations. The guidelines highlight the 
green themes, techniques and benefits of fourteen case 
studies from across the United States. 
In partnership with the Los Angeles Environmental Affairs 
Department, GG USA is developing sustainable building 
practices in Los Angeles for the rehabilitation of multi and 
single family housing. 
Led by local business people, GG USA is spearheading a 
Southern Californian campaign to get businesses and 
residences to choose green power. This media and grassroots 
campaign is helping consumers realize they can protect the 
environment through their utility bill. 
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Environmental Education and Communication 

The Green Cross International Environmental Education and 
Communication program is based on the international 
conferences, the Earth Charter Youth Contest and specific 
national projects like Danuse Kvasnickova's environmental 
education in school system in Czech Republic or the 
environmental diary in Japan. 

International Environmental Conferences 

=111n111M1111•IIIMMI Green Cross Russia organizes international conferences on 
Environmental Education. In 1998, the IV conference was 
focused on public environmental education. Each adult 
needs the minimum knowledge, skills and relationships 
which promote the formation of simple habits "do not make 
harm ". The previous conferences discussed pre-school, 
school and university environmental education. Many 
teachers, educators and representatives of NGOs from Czech 
Republic, Sweden, Switzerland, Belarus, Ukraine and 
Kazakhstan took part. 
The subject of the V conference held in Moscow on June 
2-4, 1999 is the "Role of non-governmental organizations in 
environmental education". 

International Earth Charter Youth Contest 

The Earth Charter Youth Contest is one of the most 
important international projects of Green Cross. During the 
1997-1998 school year, 5,000 schools from eleven countries 
participated, directly involving 300,000 students and 
indirectly close to one million students. The topic of that 
environmental drawing competition was "Water for All, 
Water is Life." 

The topic of the second annual Earth Charter Youth Contest 
is "Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energies." During this 
1998-1999 school year, the Youth Contest is designed to 
raise public awareness and educate students and their parents 
about global climate change and the solutions made possible 
through the widespread practice of energy efficiency and the 
adoption of renewable energy technologies. The contest is 
expected to reach an estimated 500,000 students from 10,000 
schools around the world. Schools in fifteen countries have 
already agreed to participate, including Italy, Germany, 
Sweden, Russia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, United 
States, Argentina, Venezuela, Japan, Korea Republic, 
Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, and Swaziland. 

By choosing "Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energies" as 
this year's topic, Green Cross International hopes students 
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Green Cross Film production 

In 1998, Green Cross International co-produced with the 
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences a 
26-minute movie "Kuwait, War and Environment". This 
documentary was presented in Paris during the International 
Environment Film Festival and to the United Nations official 
representatives in Geneva. This film "Kuwait: War and 
Environment", which presents the environmental legacy of 
the Gulf War, is the first film of a series of 6 films that 
Green Cross International is planning to produce on the 
general theme of Environmental Legacy of Wars, one of the 
main program of actions of Green Cross International. 
(Countries concerned: Bosnia, Nicaragua, Russia, USA, 
Vietnam) 
Green Cross International is preparing a series of 10 films on 
"Green Economy and Green Jobs". If nature needs 
protection, people need work and income. Political and 
economic leaders still continue to think they must choose 
between economic growth and environmental protection. But 
this conflict is wrong. For, contrary to conventional wisdom, 
rather than cause economic growth and jobs to be lost, 
economic growth and jobs can be created, by environmental 
policies into action. In fact, in the persistent conflict between 
economic growth and environmental protection, job's 
creation is the key, if not sole, reconciliation agent. Solutions 
exist, some simple, some complex, and there are heroes and 
heroines busy all over the world putting solutions into 
practice against the odds, changing lives and societies for the 
better at local, national, regional and international scale. 
Through these stories, this series will present a fresh view of 
the forces that will shape the lives of people in the next 
decade as environmental protection increasingly meets 
macro-economic pressure, including globalization. 
An interactive Internet website will provide additional and 
ongoing information for educational purposes to 
complement the films. Further to this film series, a 
conference bringing together experts and the media is 
planned for the year 2000, the topic of which will be "Jobs 
and the Environment". 
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Center for Telemedicine/Telehealth 

History 

Telemedicine began at Texas Tech University Health 
Sciences Center in 1989 as a grant-funded research project, 
originally designed to connect the four campuses of the 
Health Sciences Center located in Lubbock, Amarillo, 
Odessa, and El Paso. With the use of distance 
communications for education and teleconferencing, it was 
logical that links could also be made from the main Lubbock 
campus to distant rural sites for the purpose of live medical 
consultations. 

The first teleconsultation was conducted in 1990 between a 
physician from Alpine, Texas, and a consultant in Lubbock. 
This initial consultation changed the possibilities of medicine 
in West Texas because patients in remote areas now had 
access to specialty consultations that previously would have 
required traveling great distances. During the first week that 
teleconsultations were conducted, the opportunities and 
advantages that telemedicine could offer were illustrated 
when a baby girl's life was saved due to a teleconsultation 
between her general practitioner in the rural Big Bend area of 
Texas and a neonatologist in Lubbock. 

Between the years of 1990 and 1993, TTUHSC engineers 
invented the "TeleDoc." The TeleDoc is a single portable 
integrated package that provides the opportunity for live 
interactive video consultations. Mounted on four wheels, the 
TeleDoc can be safely and easily transported between 
locations. A unique feature of the TeleDoc is that it provides 
medical staff with user-friendly equipment that does not 
require technical staff to operate. The TeleDoc remains the 
workhorse of the Texas Tech telemedicine system. 

Throughout the 1990s, telemedicine has flourished. Since the 
initial consultation in 1990, more than 4,000 consultations 
have been conducted at Texas Tech University Health 
Sciences Center. These consultations have been both to 
patients in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice as well 
as to patients in rural areas and have been in such specialties 
as orthopedics, general surgery, internal medicine, urology, 
gastroenterology, neurology, psychology, pediatrics and 
psychiatry. 



The telemedicine program at Texas Tech University Health 
Sciences Center has been recognized nationally through 
several distinctions and honors. The program was ranked in 
the top ten programs of its kind by Telemedicine and 
Telehealth Network Magazine in December 1996 and 
December 1997 and was included in the "Top 12 List" of 
telemedicine programs by Telemedicine Today Magazine in 
June 1998. Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center's 
telemedicine program was also a featured telemedicine 
system in Government Video Magazine in April 1998. The 
Texas Tech telemedicine program was named to the 
Telemedicine Hall of Fame in Telehealth Magazine in 
August 1999, one of only four programs to receive this 
honor. In addition, faculty and staff members of Texas Tech 
University Health Sciences Center are frequently asked to 
make presentations, nationally and internationally, regarding 
the telemedicine program and its success. 
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Center for Telemedicine/Telehealth 

Projects 

Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center is currently 
aiding in the development of other telemedicine networks. 
Recently, an independent telemedicine network was put on line 
that allowed Hendrick Medical Center in Abilene, Texas to 
connect to four outlying clinics in nearby communities. 

Another anticipated future growth area for telemedicine at 
TTUHSC is in nursing homes and geriatric facilities. Texas 
Tech will soon initiate a hands-on training program for medical 
students to deal directly with the treatment of this country's 
aging population. With this new program will come a new 
telemedicine pilot project. It is believed that the use of 
telemedicine in nursing homes will reduce the need to transport 
the elderly for off-site medical care. This will reduce the risks 
that come with each transport, the costs of ambulances, and lost 
payments to the nursing facilities. 
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Center for Telemedicine/Telehealth 

Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas is recognized as one 
of the leaders in Telemedicine. First noted as a developing 
pioneer in applying live interactive video to the practice of 
medicine, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center 
(TTUHSC) remains on the cutting edge. 

While many health care professionals believe telemedicine will 
someday change the delivery of medicine, today it remains in its 
infancy stages. Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center 
is actively involved in the daily practice of telemedicine with 
numerous clinics, as well as ongoing telemedicine research, 
development and training projects. Many people do not have a 
full understanding of telemedicine and are challenged by the 
technology associated with it. The concept of telemedicine is 
actually very simple. 

Telemedicine is the practice of medicine over distance with the 
use of telecommunications equipment. Early telemedicine may 
have been as simple as a doctor telephoning another doctor for 
advice and consultation. Today, telemedicine can bring a 
specialist located hundreds of miles away into the actual 
examination room via a live interactive system. 

Telemedicine electronically transports the highest levels of 
medical care into the most remote areas. Persons who live hours 
from advanced medical care, or even from basic medical 
services, can directly access high quality medical expertise 
without leaving their community. Telemedicine has also been 
used extensively by Texas Tech University Health Sciences 
Center (TTUHSC) in delivering medical care to prisons. 

Texas Tech can work with counties, communities, health 
departments, hospitals, correctional facilities, residential care 
centers, nursing homes and other health care providers to join 
the TTUHSC telemedicine network or establish their own 
independent system. 
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TTUHSC Center for Telemedicine/Telehealth 
4BC416 

3601 4th Street 
Lubbock, TX 79430 

Phone: (806) 743-4440 
or Toll Free: 1-800-414-1331 

Fax: (806) 743-4010 
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[Home] Press Releases 

UPLIFT News from   INTERNATIONAL 

Contact: Southard Davis For Immediate Release 

(202) 944-1955 December 4, 1998 

UPLIFT International Launches First Telemedicine Link 
With Vietnam 

Establishes Medical Education Initiative 

Private Sector Effort with the University of Vermont, The George Washington University Medical 
Center and MCI WorldCom Demonstrates Real-Time Distance Medical Education 

Burlington, VT, Washington, D.C. and Hanoi, Vietnam — This morning doctors and students in 
Vietnam experienced the future of medicine with live interaction with American doctors consulting 
over ISDN lines in the first video telemedicine demonstration in Vietnam. 

UPLIFT International and its partner the University of Vermont (UVM) College of 
Medicine/Fletcher Allen Health Care demonstrated the capabilities of telemedicine, from observing 
open heart surgery and directly viewing gastrointestinal endoscopy and ultrasound examinations, to 
arrying out real-time long distance physician consultations and patient examinations. 

The demonstration linked UVM and Fletcher Allen, its allied health care system, with Canton- 
Potsdam Hospital in northern New York and the other participating sites in Hanoi, Vietnam and 
Washington, D.C. Donors, media and other interested parties were invited to attend at demo sites in 
Burlington, Vermont, Washington, D.C., and Hanoi, Vietnam. The first Global ISDN link into 
Vietnam was accomplished recently by MCI WorldCom, thus enabling the telemedicine initiative. 

"We're extremely pleased with this demonstration of our telemedicine program," said Mark 
Schlansky, a Boeing executive who co-founded and is chairman of UPLIFT International. "We 
want to use telemedicine as a tool for medical education and cooperation between the U.S. and 
Vietnamese medical communities. We believe you must invest in people first and make long-term 
commitments. Telemedicine is a major component of UPLIFT's long-term commitment to medical 
education and health care in Vietnam." 

Schlansky and Michael Ricci, M.D., clinical director of the UVM/Fletcher Allen Telemedicine 
Program, in Vietnam, hosted the one-hour telemedicine demo. This demonstration is the beginning 
of a long-term Telemedicine Program that will link three hospitals in Hanoi and Hanoi Medical 
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College with the UVM College of Medicine/Fletcher Allen Health Care and The George 
Washington University Medical Center (GWUMC). Additional medical schools and institutions in 
the U.S. and Vietnam will be added as the program evolves. The Telemedicine Program is 
supported by Vietnam's Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications. 

"This effort is a logical extension of our telemedicine program," said John Evans, Ph.D., executive 
dean of UVM College of Medicine and Fletcher Allen Health Care. "We designed our system to 
serve, teach and learn from people of our region by linking physicians and patients across some of 
the nation's most rural and rugged territory. Now we see an opportunity to serve, teach and learn 
from the people of Vietnam by extending our expertise across the globe." The UVM/Fletcher Allen 
approach to telemedicine has earned the system recognition as one of the nation's top ten 
telemedicine programs by Telemedicine and Telehealth Networks Magazine two years in a row. 
Vermont was among the first states to explore methods of providing health care at a distance, 
building its first telemedicine system in 1968. 

UPLIFT International and its affiliated medical schools, UVM/Fletcher Allen and the 
GWUMC/School of Medicine, are developing cooperative long-term medical education programs 
in Vietnam. "As an academic health center, we are privileged to work with our Vietnamese 
colleagues to address the important health care issues, including those associated with infectious 
diseases, and to help improve the overall quality of health of the citizens of Vietnam," said Dr. 
Michael Seneff, Clinical Coordinator for International Medicine and Director of the Intensive Care 
Unit at GWUMC. 

The purpose of the medical education program is to modernize medical education in Vietnam, to 
expose American medical students and physicians to conditions not often encountered in the U.S. to 
enhance their education and training, to allow Vietnamese medical students and physicians to 
participate in more cutting-edge training and technology, and to build long-term relationships with 
health care professionals around the world. On this trip, George Washington University School of 
Medicine and the University of Vermont College of Medicine will also travel to Hue, Vietnam with 
UPLIFT International to begin a long-term medical education program with Hue Medical College. 

Eventually, the medical education program will expand to include exchanges of students and 
doctors from both countries. Another component of the program will be the development of an 
infectious diseases program that includes Tuberculosis. Telemedicine will be a critical component 
of this program. 

MCI WorldCom has joined the effort by providing ISDN connectivity for the demonstration. MCI 
WorldCom's Global ISDN Service leads the market with switched bandwidth on demand to over 65 
countries around the world in Europe, the Pacific, the Americas, Africa and the Middle East. It 
combines MCI WorldCom's advanced network capabilities and international connections for 
applications such as videoconferencing, distance learning, batch data transfer, remote printing, 
multimedia and LAN/WAN connectivity. MCI WorldCom is a global telecommunications 
company with revenue of more than $30 billion and established operations in more than 65 
countries encompassing the Americas, Europe and the Asia-Pacific regions. 

This is the second major initiative UPLIFT International has undertaken in Asian during the last 
three months. On September 11, 1998 UPLIFT International accomplished its goal of aiding the 
people of Indonesia during the current economic and health care crisis, when a Federal Express 
DC-10 filled with 30 tons of medicines and medical supplies landed in Jakarta. The wholesale value 
of this shipment was $1.74 million. These medicines and supplies were donated to four public 
hospitals in regions throughout Indonesia to be used, without charge, for needy patients. Additional 
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airlifts to Indonesia are planned for 1999. 

# # # 

For further information or to make a contribution, companies can contact UPLIFT International by phone at 
(703) 451-1002, by fax at (703) 451-1349 or by e-mail to  jgitterman@idsonline.com .  Tax-deductible 
contributions can be cash or in-kind. 
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0.01/4.  
100  MEDECINS SANS FRONT►ERES 

DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS 

What is Doctors Without Borders/Medecins Sans 
Frontieres? 

Doctors Without Borders, also known as Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), is the world's largest 
independent international medical relief agency aiding victims of armed conflict, epidemics, and natural 
and man-made disasters, and others who lack health care due to geographic remoteness or ethnic 
marginalization. 

The organization operates independently of all governments, institutions, political, economic, or religious 
influences. It depends on volunteer health professionals in fulfilling its mission. 

Largely supported by private donors, the organization is able to maintain great flexibility and total 
independence in its choice of operations. 

Doctors Without Borders was established in 1971 by a group of physicians determined to offer 
emergency assistance wherever wars and man-made disasters occur. Its guiding principles are laid down 
in a  charter  to which all members of the organization subscribe. 

In accordance with universal medical ethics and the right to humanitarian assistance, Doctors Without 
Borders observes strict impartiality and demands full and unhindered freedom in performing its functions. 

Doctors Without Borders has a wide range of expertise and proven techniques and strategies of 
intervention. The organization is able to effectively pool the logistics and human resources necessary to 
provide rapid and efficient aid. 

When medical assistance is not enough to save lives, Doctors Without Borders will speak out against 
human rights abuses and violations of humanitarian law that its teams witness in the course of providing 
medical relief 

Doctors Without Borders is an  international  organization, with offices in 18 countries. It sends more than 
2,000  volunteers,  of more than 45 nationalities, to some  80 countries  annually. 

More information: 

• Missions Worldwide 
• Responding to Emergencies 
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The Charter 

• Doctors Without Borders/Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) offers assistance to 
populations in distress, to victims of natural or man-made disasters and to victims of 
armed conflict, without discrimination and irrespective of race, religion, creed or 
political affiliation. 

• Doctors Without Borders observes strict neutrality and impartiality in the name of 
universal medical ethics and the right to humanitarian assistance and demands full 
and unhindered freedom in the exercise of its functions. 

• Doctors Without Borders' volunteers undertake to respect their professional code of 
ethics and to maintain complete independence from all political, economic and 
religious powers. 

• As volunteers, members are aware of the risks and dangers of the missions they 
undertake, and have no right to compensation for themselves or their beneficiaries 
other than that which Doctors Without Borders is able to afford them.                                    

Navigate The Doctors Without Borders Web Pages                                  
Homepage      How to Help       Media Requests/Press Releases                                  
News Updates     Volunteer Information     Special Reports                                    
General Information   Help Wanted       Publications                                                                 
Directory of Diseases Great Resources on Non-Profits E-Mail                                                               

Last updated: October 31, 1999 
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when the water was rising. They only left when it was impossible to stay. 

The people who died drowned. CONRED, the coordinating emergency work, has started 
removing bodies. There are human bodies and cows that died in this area. The second problem 
is that organophosphates, chemicals used in farming, went into the rivers-50,000 tons. So 
people can't drink the water. The wells were contaminated. Therefore, Doctors Without 
Borders is transporting the water from safer places and is involved in efforts to rebuild the 
water systems. 

Doctors Without Borders is sending more personnel and materials. We now have an 
Emergency Team with 45 persons in Guatemala. Our team is working in 3 areas: Isabel 
Departimento, Izabal Dept., and Guatemala City. This is a very large area, and we're not only 
in the capitals but in the isolated areas. On Sunday we received 18 tons of medicines and 
supplies and our teams are out distributing it right now. 

Now we have a lot of cholera in Izabal and some in the Guatemala City capital. The number 
of cases is increasing quite fast. Cholera has been in Guatemala since 1991, but this year the 
number of cases has increased fast. Long before the hurricane hit, Doctors Without Borders 
was already actively working to treat those infecte and stem further outbreaks. In the last week 
there were 67 cases in Guatemala City, 53 cases in Totocapan, and 53 cases in Izabal. 

The teams' priorities in the aftermath of Hurricane Mitch are: 1. Guarantee water for people, 
and it needs to be chlorinated. 2. To help us help the health centers & give medical 
consultation in isolated areas. 3. To reduce the risk of cholera and treat cases of cholera. 4. To 
reduce risk of other problems like malaria, dengue, and others. 

Something that has really impressed me is the solidarity from the community-the farmers, the 
administrators of farms. They have lost everything and have no possibility to rebuild their 
houses or replace their things. 

For me the main problem is not today. The main problem will be in 2 or 3 months. Right now 
they're receiving quite a lot of help and food. There's a lot of solidarity. But in 1 month, no one 
will remember Guatemala. The people will return to their farms, but all the plantations will be 
destroyed. I'm afraid for nutritional problems in 2 months. Another area is in mental health; 
Post-traumatic stress will be a big problem. 

Back to Main Page 
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HURRICANE MITCH: 

NUTRITION, CLEAN WATER, DISEASE-PREVENTION ARE FOCUS OF 
RELIEF EFFORT 

November 9, 1998 

Doctors Without Borders/Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) continues to assist victims of Hurricane Mitch 
in Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador. Doctors Without Borders' overall objective in 
Central America is to prevent epidemics, provide medical care to the injured and emergency shelter to the 
homeless, rehabilitate damaged clinics, hospitals, water and sanitation structures, and prevent malnutrition 
among the victims of Hurricane Mitch. 

Doctors Without Borders is striving to prevent:  

• Spread of epidemics due to destruction of health structures and limited access to medical care 

• Outbreaks of water-borne diseases-mainly cholera, diarrhea, and skin infections, due to lack of 
drinkable water, contamination of wells, and carcasses floating in water supply 

• Respiratory and skin infections due to poor hygiene conditions, lack of proper shelter, and 
overcrowded emergency shelters. 

• Malnutrition, particularly in children, due to lack of adequate food supply. 

Activities by Country  

In Honduras, Doctors Without Borders is distributing drugs, medical supplies, and clean water to health 
centers and shelters in San Pedro Sula, Puerto Cortes, Omoa, La Ceiba, Iriona, Tocoa, and 
Tegucigalpa. A cargo arrived from Costa Rica with medicines, medical supplies and equipment, 
emergency shelter, and water and sanitation supplies, including: water chlorination kits, 2,000- and 
15,000-liter water tanks, communications equipment, and a Zodiac boat. Another cargo plane will arrive 
within the next few days, with cholera treatment material to care for 10,000 people for 3 months (in case of 
an epidemic). 

In Nicaragua, relief efforts are being concentrated on the hard-hit regions of Chinandega (Chichigalpa, 
Posotelga, and Somotillo), Esteli (San Juan de Limay, and Condega), Ocotal (Ocotal City, Quilali, Panali, 
La Vigia, and El Coco), Jinotega (Jinotega city, Wiwili, Cua, and Bocay), Managua (San Francisco 
Libre), and Nueva Segovia. Doctors Without Borders is distributing drugs, medical supplies, and clean 
drinking water. In addition, we are providing emergency shelter materials, including plastic sheeting, as 
well as water chlorination and pumping equipment to displaced people. Three tons of Doctors Without 
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Borders' emergency medical supplies-one of the first relief cargoes to reach the country following the 
hurricane-arrived in Managua on Saturday, October 31, and were distributed. An additional cargo plane 
arrived Monday, November 2, with 2.2 tons of medicines, medical supplies and equipment, emergency 
shelter, and 4 tons of water and sanitation supplies. More supplies are to arrive this week. 

In Guatemala, Doctors Without Borders is the only international non-governmental organization taking 
part in CONRED, the National Commission for the Reduction of Disasters. Doctors Without Borders 
teams are distributing medicines, medical equipment, emergency shelter, and water and sanitation supplies. 
Supplies include: water pumps, electric generators, 2,000-, 15,000-, and 20,000-liter water tanks, and 
water chlorination material, and plastic sheeting. Doctors Without Borders is operating mainly in Chinoc 
Izabal, Rio Dulce, and Alta Verapaz. 

In El Salvador, Doctors Without Borders is currently conducting an exploratory mission to evaluate needs 
and send in an emergency relief team and cargo in the next few days. 

Donations to the Hurricane Mitch Relief Effort can be made to: 
Doctors Without Borders 

6 East 39th Street, 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 

toll free: 1-888-392-0392 
or visit our secure online donation page.  

Also see, our previous report on the Hurricane Mitch Relief Effort, as sell as reports from our volunteers in  
Central America. 

MEDIA NOTE: To set up interviews with our personnel on the ground in Central America or for more 
detailed information, contact Kris Torgeson, 212-655-3764, or Barbara Kancelbaum, 212-655-3763. 

Doctors Without Borders is the world's largest independent emergency medical relief organization. Each year, over 2,500 
doctors, nurses, other medical professionals, and logistical experts - from 45 nations - volunteer to work in more than 80 
countries around the world. They assist victims of war, civil strife, epidemics and natural disasters, without discrimination and 
irrespective of race, religion, creed or political affiliation. 

Read testimonies from our relief workers in Central America. 

For additional coverage, see News Updates  and Press Releases 

Navigate The Doctors Without Borders Web Pages 
ilHomepage 	 "How to Help 	 Media Requests/Press Releases 
News Updates 	 iVolunteer Information 	 Special Reports  

, General Information ;Help Wanted 
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Foundations 

Doctors Without Borders receives $1 
million Hilton humanitarian prize 

Doctors Without Borders., a volunteer medical group 
that helps disaster victims, refugees and others around 
the world, has been awarded the $1 million Conrad N. 
Hilton Humanitarian Prize, the San Francisco Chronicle 
reports. 

Doctors Without Borders is the U.S. branch of Medecins 
Sans Frontieres, an international organization founded 
by French doctors working in hospitals, refugee camps 
and nutrition centers. 

The group has more than 2,000 doctors, nurses and 
other volunteer staff working in 80 countries. Current 
trouble spots include Serbia, Sudan, Bangladesh and 
Afghanistan. 

The Hilton prize was established in 1994 to recognize 
and reward exemplary humanitarian programs around 
the world. Former U.N. Deputy High Commissioner for 
Refugees William R. Smyser is executive director of the 
prize program. The award is sponsored by the Los 
Angeles-based Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, 
established in 1944 by the founder of the Hilton hotel 
chain. 

Full text of the article is currently found at: 
http://www.stgate.com/cgi-biniarticle.cgi?file./  
news/a rchive/1998/09/30/nationa10108EDT0416. DTL 
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Breaking News Sections 
Doctors Without Borders gets $1 
million prize 

(09-30) 01:08 EDT NEW YORK (AP) --
Doctors Without Borders, a volunteer 
organization that treats victims of war, famine 
and other disasters around the world, was 
awarded the $1 million Conrad N. Hilton 
Humanitarian Prize. 

"My heart is not at the Waldorf," Dr. John 
McGill, president of the organization's U.S. 
branch, said Tuesday in accepting the prize at 
the Waldorf Astoria Hotel. "My heart is in 
Kosovo, with people freezing in the forests, and 
with 15,000 malnourished children in southern 
Sudan." 

Medecins Sans Frontieres, the international 
name of the organization founded by French 
doctors, has more than 2,000 medical 
professionals volunteering in 80 countries. They 
work in hospitals, refugee camps and nutrition 
centers. 

The award was bestowed by the Conrad N. 
Hilton Foundation, a Los Angeles-based charity 
established by the hotel entrepreneur in 1944. 

AP Sections GO 
•0-- 
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Source: MSF 1998-1999 Activity  Report  

VIETNAM 
• National staff : 93 
• International staff : 15 

AIDS/HIV PATIENTS SUFFER SOCIAL 
REJECTION 

Since the beginning of the HIV epidemic in Vietnam in 1992, 
12.500 cases have been diagnosed in the country. Under 
Vietnamese law, it is mandatory that all cases be officially 
reported. Such is the taboo associated with AIDS, that people 
diagnosed as being HIV positive are often refused access to 
health care and are rejected by their families and society at 
large. 

In the coastal city of Nha-Trang in south-eastern Vietnam, MSF 
carries out an assistance programme which aims at preventing the 
spread of HIV/AIDS and STDs as well as improving patient care 
for those who have contracted these illnesses. The team runs this 
pilot project out of a reproductive health care clinic. MSF has 
been working in Can Tho province since March 1997. 

The programme focuses on improving patient care, and women's 
health care in particular, in three health care centres and a referral 
hospital. Access to health care remains a problem for both 
financial and cultural reasons, for some groups in Vietnamese 
society. MSF's project in Can Tho targets the HIV positive and 
those suffering from sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). 

In the southern province of Cau-Mau, MSF runs a project to 
improve sanitary and environmental conditions. This pilot project 
was initiated with a view to preventing a new outbreak of dengue 
fever, the acute viral disease transmitted by mosquitoes, 
characterised by headache, fever, pains in the joints and skin rash. 
The project covers four communes inhabited by 75,000 people in 
the Cai Nuoc district. 

In order to implement vector control, MSF team provides water 
and sanitation assistance throughout the communes. MSF is 
training health care staff to better diagnose water-borne diseases. 
MSF is carrying out an evaluation on the health care situation in 
Cau-Mau with a view to launching a long-term project in a 
province only just beginning to recover from Typhoon Linda 
(November 1997). 

MSF provides humanitarian assistance to the victims of floods 
which destroyed much of the infrastructure in the central province 
of Quang Nam at the end of 1998. An MSF team assists the 
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Doctors Without Borders USA, Inc. 

Project or Organization: Doctors Without Borders USA, Inc. 

Purpose Description: 
Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors without Borders) 
is the world's largest emergency medical aid 
organization, whose humanitarian missions provide 
relief to victims of disaster, conflict and 
hardship throughout the world. 

Activities Description: 

Founded in France in 1971, MSF works with local officials 
and United Nations relief agencies to provide humanitarian 
relief in the areas of surgery, medical programs, water 
distribution and medical distribution programs via support 
to local health facilities and hospitals. The purpose of 
MSF USA is to raise funds for international relief projects 
conducted by MSF and to recruit American medical 
professionals. Programs include: Disaster and Emergency 
Relief and Material Aid; Medicine and Public Health; and 
Migration and Refugee Services. Each year 700 medical 
relief teams depart on 700 mission around the world. 

URL Address:  http://www.intac.com/PubService/rwanda/fund/dwb.html   

Sponsoring Org: Doctors Without Borders USA, Inc. 
Funding Level: 	 Duration or Date Available: 

Technologies Used: 

Point of Contact: 

Organization: Doctors Without Borders USA, Inc. 

Position: 

Street: 30 Rockefeller Plaza #5425 

City: New York 

State: New York 

Postal Code: 10112 

Country: United States 

Phone Number: 212/649-5961 	 FAX Number: (212) 246-8577 

E-Mail Address: 	  

Responsible Official: Angelia P. Bukley bukleap@pdalpha.msfc.nasa.gov   
Curator: Harvey Jackson lackshx@turing.msfc.nasa.gov   (205) 544-3184 

Last Updated: November 27, 1995 

Index Keywords: 

keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief keyRelief 
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Doctors Without Borders USA, Inc. (DWB) 

11 East 26th Street, Suite 1904 
New York, NY 10010 
United States of America 
Tel: (212) 679-6800 
Fax: (212) 679-7016 
E-mail: dwb@newyork.msf.org  
URL: http://www.dwb.org/ 

or 

Medecins Sans Frontieres/ 
Doctors Without Borders International 
URL: http://www.msf.org/ 

Contact: Joelle Tanguy, Executive Director 

Category: International Relief Organization 

Founded: 1971 

General Description/Programs: Doctors Without Borders USA (DWB) is the U.S. affiliate of an 
international organization known around the world by its French name, Medecins Sans Frontieres. DWB 
volunteers offer assistance--primarily medical--to victims of armed conflict or natural disasters, and to 
residents of refugee camps. DWB observes strict neutrality and demands absolute freedom in performing 
its mission. The kinds of assistance DWB provides include: medical care, from surgery to vaccinations to 
nutrition and health education; logistical assistance in setting up shelter, communications, water processing 
and sanitation, power supplies, and transportation; and medical and food supplies. 

Thousands of volunteers serve annually, in about 60 countries around the world. In 1993 and 1994 MSF 
sent volunteers to Tajikstan to respond to civil unrest there and the resultant refugee flows. MSF has also 
been active in Russia providing preventive health services to the homeless, offering hygiene services, 
tuberculosis examinations, inoculations against diphtheria, etc. The organization has been active in 
advocating for the rights of the homeless. In November 1993, the association protested against the 
Moscow government's actions to close the medical and social aid facilities at some Moscow railway 
stations. 

DWB volunteers include general practitioners, surgeons, anesthesiologists, pediatricians, obstetricians, 
nurses, and tropical medicine and public health specialists. The average length of service is 6 months for 
most physicians, but sometimes shorter for surgeons and anesthesiologists. The Volunteer Recruitment 
Department is based in the Paris office. Address: Medecins Sans Frontieres, 8, rue Saint Sabin, 75544 
Paris Cedex 11. 

Affiliated Organization, International: The International secretariat is located in Brussels. Address: 209, 
Boulevard Leopold II, 1080 Brussels, BELGIUM. Tel: (32-2) 426-55-52. Fax: (32-2) 426-75-35. Telex: 
(046) 20226 MSF. 
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For more information about this organization, contact them using the information given above. 

This organizational description was taken from CCSI's publication: 

"Civil Society - USA: 
A Guide for Citizens of the NIS to Select Organizations in the US" 1996. 

The print edition of "Civil Society - USA" is available for $12 from CCSI plus postage and handling. More 
information is available from CCSI's publication page. 

This section sponsored by: 

Center for Civil Society International 
2929 NE Blakeley St. 
Seattle, WA 98105-3120 
Tel: (206) 523-4755 
Fax: (206) 523-1974 

Return to the CCSI home page. 
Return to the Civil Society: USA home page  
The URL for this page is: http://solarstd.utk.edui —ccsi/csusa/philan/docbrdrs.html 

This page last updated 11/00/96 
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